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On the Cover: Santa Fe Traders at Bent's Fort
				by Kim Mackey

Kim Mackey placed first with this image in the Advanced Artist category in the National Park Service's 200th Anniversary
Virtual Art Contest.
He is considered to be one of the best artists in the state of
Colorado. His credentials list numerous awards, including the
prestigious Winsor-Newton Award from the Oil Painters of
America. His paintings hang in many distinguished collections,
including that of the singer/songwriter Neil Diamond. Mackey’s work is also included in the highly selective King Collection
at the Sangre de Cristo Fine Art Center in Pueblo, Colorado.
Read his complete bio at www.mackeyarts.net/biography. 

From the Editor:
With the focus in 2021 on the bicentennial of the Santa Fe
Trail, the 35th anniversary of the Santa Fe Trail Association was
nearly overlooked.
This issue of Wagon Tracks looks at some of the changes the
Association has seen and how we have adapted to changing attitudes and technology. To many of us, 1986 is a not-so-distant
memory, and it is astounding to step back and see the differences today. One can't help but wonder what the next 35 years will
bring. Hopefully, our children and grandchildren will benefit
from the work we have done to preserve the Santa Fe Trail, and
will continue our mission to protect the Trail.
Along the way, we have made friends and developed contacts
to help us promote the Trail. Margaret Sears' letter on page 17
heralds the wonder and joy of sharing the Trail with our compatriots. We have not only preserved the Trail, we have enriched
our own lives by our involvement.
Continue to hold out your hands to others, raise your hand to
volunteer, and walk the paths of others in history and for the
future.

Ruth Friesen
About the Santa Fe Trail Association

The mission of the Santa Fe Trail Association is to protect and preserve the Santa
Fe Trail and to promote awareness of the historical legacy associated with it.
Follow us online at www.santafetrail.org,
Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest and YouTube
Wagon Tracks, the official publication of the Santa Fe Trail Association (SFTA), publishes well-researched and documented peer-reviewed articles
relating to the Santa Fe Trail. Wagon Tracks is published in February, May, August, and November. Deadlines are the 10th of the month prior to
publication. Queries are welcome. Complete submission guidelines are posted at www.santafetrail.org. Although the entire issue of Wagon Tracks is
copyrighted in the name of the Santa Fe Trail Association, copyright to each article remains in the author’s name. Articles may be edited or abridged at
the editor’s discretion.
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Music was a favorite pastime along the trails. Read Rex Rideout's search for historic music on page 24. Photo
from the Library of Congress: "The Train Encamped" by William M. Cary from Hearth and Home, Feb. 25,
1871, p.148.
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Insights from your President by Larry D. Short, President of SFTA 		
to SFTA is the completion of our
high potential sites and segments
program, which is adding critical
sites and segments that we have
found since the implementation of
our Comprehensive Management
and Use Plan in the 1990s. Teams
from SFTA have been working with
National Park Service personnel to
visit the sites and determine the importance of each site to the Santa Fe
National Trail and the Trail traveler’s
experience. As of this writing we
have added approximately seven new
sites, with more yet to be completed.

The commemoration of the Santa
Fe National Historic Trail’s 200th
year moves forward with continuing projects and events. On April
1 the Santa Fe Trail Association
held a workshop in Dodge City,
Kansas. Our board members and
chapter presidents experienced the
importance of SFTA committees,
their functions, and how they work
together to ensure that our organization functions in a business-like format, how our chapters must interact
with the national organization, the
many ways that our committees must
work together, and the overall workings of SFTA. We thank Manager
Joanne VanCoevern for her excellent PowerPoint which directed the
meeting and its content.
On April 2, at our semi-annual
SFTA Board meeting, major issues
were addressed to ensure that our organization operates in a very efficient
mode as we move forward. The primary focus was on our personnel as
we move over the next few months
to find an office administrator to fill
the position now held by Linda Revello, who will be retiring at the end
of 2022.
Another major project that continues to be of extreme importance

The wayside and kiosk interpretive panels continue to be a critical
component of relating the story and
history of the Santa Fe Trail to the
public. The Santa Fe Trail Association has budgeted up to $1000 per
year for each chapter to utilize in the
placement of new panels. Information is available on our website at
www.santafetrail.org.

The future bodes well for the Santa
Fe National Historic Trail and the
Santa Fe Trail Association. The coming years will focus on additional
commemorations such as the 200th
anniversary of the signing of the
treaty with the Osage, and the Sibley
survey, the first government survey of
the Santa Fe Trail. Our Symposium
2023 will feature “The Art of the
Trail” and be held in Independence,
Missouri.
Follow our organization on Facebook and our Eblast. Please remember to share these posts with your
family, friends, and business associates.
These are exciting times for our Trail.
Please take the time to visit sites
along the Trail and enjoy the great
outdoors. 

NPS/SF National Historic Trail Foundation Documents
In 2019, the National Trails Office invited representatives of the
Santa Fe Trail Association (SFTA)
to participate in their efforts to create a “Foundation Document” for
the Santa Fe National Historic
Trail (SFNHT). During workshops,
SFTA met with National Trails Office staff and revisited the SFNHT’s
core purpose and significance, its
most important resources and values, and the interpretive themes
that tell the trail's important stories.
Although the document does not
include specific actions or management strategies, it describes a shared
understanding of what is most
important about the trail and provides guidance for future planning
decisions for the Santa Fe National
Historic Trail. The SFNHT Foundation Document is available on

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol36/iss4/1
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Joanne’s Jottings by Joanne VanCoevern, Association Manager
in 1990, as well as the more recent
Foundation Document, and a brief
review of some of the projects that
SFTA works on cooperatively with
the National Trails Office. Some
of those projects include signage,
mapping, kiosks, wayside exhibits,
the media tour (which has been
migrated into the new NPS app),
the Survey 123 app, and the High
Potential Sites and Segments review
and nominations.

The Santa Fe Trail Association
leadership, including the board of
directors, chapter representatives,
and committee chairs, met in Dodge
City, Kansas, on April 1-2. On
Friday, April 1, “Workshop 2022”
focused on the functions/responsibilities of the various components of
management of the SFTA, including the SFTA officers, the board
of directors, committees, chapters,
and SFTA staff. The workshop
was designed to provide a better
understanding of how SFTA operates as we prepare to develop a new
strategic plan in 2023 and to provide
orientation to new board members,
chapter representatives, and committee members.
The National Trails Office – Santa
Fe joined SFTA for the workshop
and provided input on a review of
our relationship with the NPS as
determined by our Cooperative
Agreement. The Cooperative Agreement, first entered into in 1991, lays
out the roles, responsibilities, and
expectations of both the NPS and
the SFTA. Additional items covered
during this section of the workshop included a brief history of the
National Trails Office and its role
in administrating the Santa Fe National Historic Trail (SFNHT), an
explanation of the Comprehensive
Use & Management Plan, published
Published
by UNM Digital Repository, 2021
May 2022

Part of the workshop focused on our
website and where to locate specific
information, including the SFTA
Mission-Goals, a brief history of
SFTA, the SFTA bylaws and the
current strategic plan, which is under
the ABOUT US tab, then “What
is SFTA”. Also under the ABOUT
US tab, then “Who We Are” is information about the officers/board,
SFTA staff, committees, and chapters. This included a review of the
roles and responsibilities for each.
Anyone interested in receiving a pdf
copy of the PowerPoint presentation
from Workshop 2022 may do so by
contacting manager@santafetrail.org
and requesting it.
The spring SFTA Board of Directors meeting was held on April 2
in Dodge City, Kansas. During the
meeting the SFTA officers and manager as well as committee/chapter
representatives provided reports and
updates. Business of the SFTA requiring action by the board included
a few minor changes to the Awards
and Hall of Fame categories and
induction process. Those updates
will be incorporated into our website
soon. The next round of Awards/
Hall of Fame inductions will be
presented at the Symposium 2023 in
Independence, Missouri.
Additional activities during the
visit to Dodge City included a visit
to Boot Hill and a tour of the new
Wagon Tracks

museum, a tour of the historic Santa
Fe depot and Harvey Hotel, and
the Dodge City/Ft. Dodge/Cimarron Chapter meeting where Janet
Armstead, Chris Day, and Marcia
Fox presented a program about their
“Youth Trips on the Santa Fe Trail.”
High Potential Sites and Segments
With the designation of the Santa
Fe Trail as a National Historic Trail
on May 8, 1987, the Southwest Regional Office of the National Park
Service (NPS) in Santa Fe was designated as the office to administer
it. In August of 1987 a 35-member
Advisory Council was appointed to
provide input, and work began to
develop the Santa Fe Trail Comprehensive Management and Use Plan
(CMP). As part of the development
of the CMP, mapping of the newly
designated Santa Fe National Historic Trail (SFNHT) was necessary,
as well as development of a list of
“High Potential Sites and Segments
(HPSS).”
The mapping efforts began in the
spring of 1988 and were done by
Gregory Franzwa, Leo and Bonita
Oliva from the SFTA, and with Jere
Krakow and Mike Spratt from the
NPS. The CMP originally identified
194 high-potential sites along the
SFNHT, as well as a list of crosscountry segments of known remnants of the Trail.
Currently, the NPS National Trails
Office in Santa Fe is performing a
review/update of the “High Potential
Sites and Segments (HPSS).” With
the assistance of SFTA chapter
members, several sites have been
visited this past year including: Main
Street monuments in New Franklin,
Missouri; Fire Prairie Creek Crossing near Buckner, Missouri; Hart
Grove Campsite in Kansas City,
Missouri; 142-Mile Creek Crossing near Allen, Kansas; Rock Creek
continued next page
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Crossing east of Council Grove,
Kansas; Muddy Creek Crossing
near Tampa, Kansas; Donahue Ruts
and French Frank’s near Durham,
Kansas; Turkey Creek Crossing
near Galva, Kansas; Fry’s Ruts near
Windom, Kansas; Sharp's Ruts
near Chase, Kansas; Coon Creek
Crossing near Fort Dodge, Kansas;
Chilton Park, Dodge City, Kansas;
Trujillo Springs, near Boise City,
Oklahoma; John Martin Reservoir
near Hasty, Colorado; and Sierra
Vista Overlook and Timpas Creek
on the Comanche Grassland south
of Rocky Ford, Colorado. Each site
that is visited is evaluated and ranked
to determine if it might be eligible to
be added to the HPSS listing. 

April Fires Impact Sites
Bent's Old Fort National Historic
Site was temporarily closed due to a
wildfire that started on April 12. The
Fort was undamaged, the wagons
and cannon outside of the Fort were
saved, and all of the Fort's animals
were unharmed.
However, 85 percent of the park's
800 acres were burned. A significant number of the park's cottonwoods have burn damage. The park
reopened on April 15, with only
the fort and the quarter-mile path
between the fort and parking area
open. All other trails in the park
were temporarily closed for crews to
mitigate post-fire hazards and remove hazard trees.
A fire 12 miles northwest of Las
Vegas, New Mexico, was dubbed
Hermits Peak Fire, the location of
the cover artwork for the February
Wagon Tracks. As of April 23, an uncontained fire was burning between
Ocate and Rayado, impacting the
Santa Fe Trail. Concerns have been
raised about ash in the Las Vegas
water supply. This is a dynamic, ongoing situation.

Santa Fe Trail Tour in
Okla. Panhandle Area
The Cimarron Cutoff Chapter
of the SFTA and the Cimarron
Heritage Center Museum in Boise
City, Oklahoma, will host the second annual Santa Fe Trail tour on
Saturday, June 18.
Seating is limited. RSVP is required. Call 580-544-3479 for
reservations. Lunch cost: $10.
Please be at the museum at 7:30
a.m. to sign a release. Buses will
leave promptly at 8:00 a.m. Central Daylight Time.
No dogs and no babies please.

Bent on Birding Festival
The natural and cultural history of
southeastern Colorado will be on
display during the 17th annual Bent
on Birding Festival and 25th annual
Heritage Santa Fe Trail Auto Tours,
Thursday, May 19, through Sunday,
May 22, in Bent County, Colorado.
The 3 or 4-day festival centers on
birding, wildlife-watching, and the
cultural heritage of the area around
Bent County. Birders can also get an
insider's view of some of the most
spectacular private ranch land in
Colorado. More than 400 species of
birds have been documented in this
area.
There will also be history, food, and
entertainment events in Las Animas
all weekend. A full schedule of "Bent
on Birding & Heritage" events and
registration info are available by
email at bentonbirding@yahoo.com,
or call 719-456-0485 or 719-4561320 to request a 2022 event flyer. 

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol36/iss4/1
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Joanne, continued

Linda Mitchell Davis and R. W.
Hampton

Davis Receives Lifetime
Achievement Award
Linda Mitchell Davis received
the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum's Lifetime
Achievement Award in ceremonies
in Oklahoma City on April 9. A
fourth-generation rancher from Cimarron, New Mexico, Davis's ranch
encompasses several miles of the
Santa Fe Trail, and she has long been
active in the Santa Fe Trail Association. The award was presented by her
neighbor, western performer R. W.
Hampton.
Previous recipients of this award include Country Music Hall of Famer
George Strait and actor Robert Duvall.
Also recognized at the awards dinner
was writer/producer Taylor Sheridan
for the television series 1883. Kurt
Russell and his late father, Bing,
were inducted into the Hall of Great
Western Performers. 
Wagon Tracks Online

Read Wagon Tracks online at www.
santafetrail.org and at the University
of New Mexico Digital Repository (This site is word searchable)
https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/
wagon_tracks/
May 2022
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Trail Bicentennial Extended from 2021 through 2025
In 1925, America marked the centennial of the Santa Fe Trail. Yes,
19-twenty-five, not twenty-one.

Josiah Gregg Society members preserve the history and sites of the
Santa Fe National Historic Trail
with their bequests through planned
giving. Through their giving they are
saving America’s greatest history…
it’s their passion, their pleasure, and
their legacy!

The truth is, both years and everything in between were significant
to the development of the Santa Fe
Trail.
While William Becknell's successful
trip into Mexico was history-making, it was only opening the door. For
the next four years, people became
excited. Traffic increased. Potential
was realized, envisioned.
In 1825, George Sibley surveyed the
"highway between nations." At the
same time, treaties with the Kaw
and Osage Nations allowed safe passage for freighters. More than that,
Mexican citizens saw the potential
for trade with the United States and
began their own trade excursions up,
rather than down, the Trail.
The SFTA envisioned 2021 as the
"big year" for our 200th commemoration. While the challenges of Covid did cause some postponements,
the greater reason for extending our
anniversary is the scope of the story.
A story so big, it cannot be told in
one year.
Through the efforts of our chapters
and partners, the complex story of
the Santa Fe Trail has reached new
audiences, and we have gained so

Q: Can my gift be anonymous?
much traction in 2021. Continuing
our official commemoration through
2025 gives us the opportunity to
build on the relationships we have
established, to expand our audience,
and share stories on a deeper level.

Published
by UNM Digital Repository, 2021
May 2022

A: Yes, all you need to do is inform
us in writing that you intend to
favor the Santa Fe Trail Association (SFTA) in your planned giving.
Wagon Tracks will publish the JGS
membership once a year. You may
request to have your name omitted.

The bicentennial is the hook we can
continue to use to reach a broader
audience and maintain the boost in
membership it brought us. Engagement is the key. After this year of
events, folks are curious and hungry
for more events. Let us include them
in the events that have become part
of our regular schedules, and we will
become a part of their schedules for
the long-term.

Q: What methods and forms of
gifting can qualify?

Like our forebears 200 years ago, let
us take the anniversary of the years
that shaped the Trail to shape the
telling of its history now.

A: Although some of these funding types are pretty straight forward,
it is still a good idea to seek input
from either your legal representative
and/or your accountant.

--Deb Goodrich
Chair, Santa Fe Trail 200th

SFTA Office Administrator Sought
The Santa Fe Trail Association
(SFTA) is seeking a qualified person to fill the position of Office
Administrator. The office is located
at the Santa Fe Trail Center near
Larned, Kansas. The position is part
time, averaging 25 hours per week.
To some degree, work hours can
be flexible, and there is opportunity for working remotely at times.

Josiah Gregg Society Members Designate Legacy Gifts

Compensation is on an hourly basis,
paying $17.00 per hour. There are
no paid benefits. Skill requirements
include proficiency with Microsoft
Office Suite and Quick Books.
Interest in education and history is
helpful. If interested, send resume
and a cover letter to info@santafetrail.org. Deadline is July 30, 2022.

Wagon Tracks

A: Most gifts given through estate
planning are acceptable. The SFTA
can receive cash, be favored as a beneficiary on insurance policies, annuities, various trust instruments, plus
gifts of stocks, bonds, and mutual
funds. (Not an exhaustive list)
Q: Do I need a lawyer or accountant?

Q: How do I join the Josiah
Gregg Society?

A: Simply inform the Association
by sending an email or letter to the
Manager or Office Administrator
(see addresses on page 2) stating
that you have included the Santa
Fe Trail Association in your estate
planning.
July 10 is the
submission deadline for the
August issue of
Wagon Tracks.
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SFTA Scholarly Research Call for Papers Seeks New Information
The Scholarly Research Committee of the Santa Fe Trail
Association is seeking research papers that produce new
information and conclusions concerning unexplored and
under-explored subjects about the historic Santa Fe Trail.
Candidates applying for a research grant from the Scholarly Research Committee will submit a proposal describing
the research to be undertaken, the plan for completing that
research, and more. Specific details about the grant process
are available on the website of the Santa Fe Trail Association. Application deadline is December 1, and grants are
available for use during eight months, ending on August
31, 2023.
The committee expects that a viable grant candidate will
delve deeply into primary sources, perhaps even some primary sources that are not generally known, or not generally
known within the context of the research undertaken by
the candidate. Though some few secondary sources may
appear to supplement the primary sources, any research
based entirely on, or in majority on, secondary sources will
not be considered. Also, any research proposed to the committee that appears will only produce information already
generally known will not be considered.
When completed the research paper should be well-written and suitable for publication, reflect the writer’s command of the primary sources available about the subject,
and be fully sourced with end notes.
Following are some topics about, or having an effect on,
the historic Santa Fe Trail that have not been explored yet,
or not explored fully. There are others as well.
•

Research into law enforcement and judicial process
along the Santa Fe Trail during its heyday from 1821
till 1880. How did the traders maintain law and order within their wagon trains out on the trail? What
federal law took jurisdiction over the traders? Over
the Kansa and Osage tribes? How were local laws and
ethical traditions enforced?

•

Research into the type of merchandise that was imported to the United States from foreign countries and
was carried westward on the trail. Conversely, what
merchandise went east on the trail for export to other
countries and which ones. How did the type of merchandise evolve over the six decades of the trail’s use?

•

Research on how merchandise carried on the Santa
Fe Trail and traded with the tribes improved the commodities used in daily use by the Native Americans on
the trail. Examples include metal knives instead of flint
knives, steel needles instead of bone, manufactured
cloth instead of handmade cloth.

•

Research how Mexicans got involved in the commerce of the Santa Fe Trail and how they conducted
their business. How did they finance their wagon
trains? Where did they obtain credit? Where did they
obtain the merchandise they would sell to eastern
markets? How did their merchandise differ from that
brought to Santa Fe by the American traders?

•

Research on Mexican women on the Santa Fe Trail,
particularly those who went east for education. This
study would address women who lived on or near the
Santa Fe Trail. Who were they, and how many were
they? What did they study? Why did the Mexicans favor an eastern education? What was the status in general of a Mexican woman in Mexico and the southwest
versus the United States during the Santa Fe Trail era?

•

Some of the merchandise going down the Santa Fe
Trail passed by Santa Fe to deliver to other markets
such as Taos, Chihuahua, and other points in Mexico
or the southwest. What were the destinations, the
routes, the amount of commerce, to these secondary
markets ?

•

Research on what the New Mexican farmers and
ranchers sold to the American army during the Mexican -American War of 1846 -1848. How much did the
New Mexicans grow, raise, or manufacture to supply
this army in the southwest, both at Fort Union and
other points ?

•

A study of the Sibley expedition of 1825-1827 indicates that there may have been a major travel route in
the first decade of the trail from the Rock Crossing of
the Canadian River, southwest to where the Mountain
Branch of the Santa Fe Trail crossed Ocate Creek, and
on southwest to the Mora Valley. Research is needed
here.

•

Research into why it was considered cheaper to import
merchandise from Europe, take it by ship to New York,
go over the Allegheny Mountains, down the Ohio, up
the Mississippi, west on the Missouri, then over the
Santa Fe Trail some 700 miles to Santa Fe or even
deeper into Mexico, versus simply taking it from Europe to Veracruz and then northwest across Mexico to
the same destinations.

•

Research on who the women were who went west over
the Santa Fe Trail. The best known are Army wives
and Catholic nuns, but there are many who came west
on the trail who did not fall into those two categories.
What were the demographics of these women? Married, single, ages, professions? What were their destinations?

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon_tracks/vol36/iss4/1
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•

Research in the Mexican/Spanish archives for tax records of the Santa Fe Trail from 1821 into the 1880s.
Identify all traders and the amount of goods they carried each year as well as the cumulative totals. There
was also an active market in hides that this research
might uncover as well.

•

Research into American archives that could reveal the
tax protocols that Americans imposed on Mexican
traders that brought merchandise east on the Santa
Fe Trail. It could also reveal the type and amount of
goods the Mexican traders brought east.

•

Research into American traders's efforts to bring contraband into Santa Fe and other locations in Mexico
to elude the ever-increasing taxes the Mexicans
imposed on the trader’s merchandise and wagons,

•

especially in the period from 1821 to 1846.

•

Research into treaties affecting the Santa Fe Trail,
including Mexican, American and European treaties,
and treaties with Native American tribes.

•

Research into land grants in the southwest, including Spanish and American land grants, and how they
affected the people who lived and settled along the
the Santa Fe Trail; also how land grants, road vacations, geological imperatives, and the land survey system of the United States over time evolved the route
of the Santa Fe Trail.
--Pat Traffas and Craig Crease

Co-Chairs, Scholarly Research Committee

How We've Changed: 35 Years with the Santa Fe Trail Association
By Larry Short
Like any strong and viable organization, the Santa Fe
Trail Association has had to learn to adapt and change our
methods over the past years. As our organization grew in
numbers, we were fortunate enough to have new members
with varied backgrounds and education levels step forward
to direct our way forward. The days of a “seat filler” board
member have become a thing of the past.
In our partnership with the National Park Service, we
have faced many changes in the methods that we utilize.
A good example of this was when orders came down from
headquarters that all future printing of materials would be
vastly limited or eliminated altogether. This particularly hit
home with our Junior Wagon Master book project. This
very key component of SFTA had been developed at the
behest of the National Park Service and became one of the
most outstanding educational tools ever developed by NPS
or SFTA. Thanks to the leadership of Janet Armstead, our
Education Committee Chair, donations were sought from
outside the NPS, and the project continues to this day.

helping in the development of the sign maps. This allows
consistent and accurate input to develop these new signs
and historic site signs.
Wayside interpretation has gone through changes and
updates over the years. The new waysides contain QR
codes and many fewer words than previous wayside panels. Today’s visitor does not want to take the time to read
long narratives. The new generations of trail travelers want
to download information from these QR codes, which
provide them with much more detailed and accurate information about a historic site. The goal is 100 percent of
SFT historic sites to be connected by the NPS app, which
allows added access to these historic sites and information
about them to our ADA community.
Sometimes our members find change hard to adapt to and
accept. However, as we have seen through the years, most
change is good. On the SFT we have proven that old dogs
can learn new tricks.

Another area of change and development over the years
has been in our signing of the Santa Fe Trail. Through the
diligence of NPS and their work with the Federal Department of Transportation, we were finally able to secure
permission from both KDOT and MODOT to place our
historic route and limited directional signs on their rights
of way. This led to a whole new design of sizes and types of
the signs produced by NPS. Today we have a uniform size
of sign that meets the standards of all National Historic
Trails in the United States. NPS has also allowed a select
few of our members to access the ArcGIS program for
Published
by UNM Digital Repository, 2021
May 2022
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Make a Note of That! – Changing Research Methods on Santa Fe Trail History since 1986
by Dr. Michael Olsen

How has historical research changed since 1986, you ask?
How about this for starters: in 2021, Google received
63,000 hits per second, 5.6 billion hits per day, and 2 trillion
hits that year. Citation? Google it.
In charting changing research methods since 1986 and the
establishment of the Santa Fe Trail Association (and the
first issue of Wagon Tracks) – the purpose of this essay – I
am going to take a personal approach. My first article appeared in Wagon Tracks in 1990. My most recent article is
in this issue you are reading now. Thirty-two years of Santa
Fe Trail research.
It all started with a #2 pencil. And 3x5 note cards. Listen
up, you young folks! We used to have to copy any quote
or paragraph for our research onto these cards, label them
with a descriptor, and file them in metal file boxes. Then
when you went to write, you couldn’t remember how you
labeled that quote, and the search began. Rumor had it
when I was in graduate school that the eminent American
West historian, Frederick Jackson Turner, left in excess of
100,000 note cards at this death in 1932. At any rate, the
entry for his papers at the Huntington Library today reads,
“Approximately 20,000 items in 259 boxes. About 7,500
catalogued letters and documents; photographs; maps; lantern slides; 34 file drawers of his working notes and other
data.” 34 file drawers!
But then came photocopying. Xerox released its first
easy-to-use Model 914 in 1959. Users “Xeroxed” 14 billion copies by 1966. (Here the internet has failed me. I
couldn’t find any statistics for the number of photocopies
made worldwide in 2021, probably because it is incalculable.) But even in 2022 there are caveats to photocopying.
Do you really want to break the spine of that book? Or
the librarian in Special Collections says, “that item is too
fragile.” If you can scan an item, though, at least at my local library, you can program the photocopier to send your
scan electronically directly to your email address – no paper
involved.
Which brings us to the miracle of miracles – the computer
and its companion, the printer. The narrative of the development of computers and printers is long, complex, and
ongoing. Most of us, though, can remember when we got
our first computer, and the utter frustration which ensued.
But for research purposes the computer opened a variety of
indispensable services, further eliminating those 3x5 cards.
For example:
Newspapers.com//Library of Congress “Chronicling
America”/Colorado Historical Newspaper Collection.
Where else (with but years of research and visits to ob-

scure depositories to turn the actual crumbling pages of a
newspaper) could I instantly have found this colorful Santa
Fe Trail item from the Colorado Weekly Chieftain (Pueblo –
August 31, 1876) by a visiting reporter: “At least a hundred
Mexican teams were camping around the city [La Junta],
and I learned that they loaded freight here for Arizona and
some of the old Mexican states as well as Santa Fe and all
points in New Mexico.” This research was for the project
“Hell on Wheels,” sponsored by the National Park Service
and the Santa Fe Trail Association in 2019.
Fixing a date when these websites became available is
tricky, since some, such at the digitized newspaper collection “Chronicling America,” started as a trial project
and only eventually became accessible to the wider public.
Newspapers.com was not established until 2012, just a decade ago. It now boasts that it “is the largest online newspaper archive consisting of 728 million+ pages of historical
newspapers from 22,800+ newspapers from around the
United States and beyond.”
Archives.org, however, is my nominee for website honors.
It notes that as of 2021 it provides “free public access to
collections of digitized materials, holding over 34 million books and texts, 7.4 million movies, videos and TV
shows, 797,000 software programs, 13,991,923 audio files,
4.1 million images, and 640 billion web pages.” I use it for
full-text access to books and magazine articles published
before 1923: by U.S. copyright law, anything published in
the United States before 1923 can be reproduced. Looking
for a copy of The Fortune Hunter, or The Old Stone Corral –
one of the earliest Santa Fe trail novels (1888)? It is there.
Henry Inman’s somewhat dubious The Old Santa Fe Trail
(1897)? Type it in the search engine and voilà. As might
be expected, there are multiple full-text editions of Josiah
Gregg’s Commerce of the Prairies as they appeared over the
years. And furthermore, in some instances you can save a
page of the text you are viewing, convert it to an editable
form, and incorporate it as you will in your manuscript.
Amazon/WorldCat.org. These two book sources merit
brief mention, particularly if you want to hold an actual
book in your hand. Amazon, of course, is the “go to” site
for purchasing both in-print and out-of-print materials, though there are other vendors. But also check out
WorldCat.org to find a library near you that might have
the book you are seeking, or which your local library can
borrow via interlibrary loan. As its website notes: “WorldCat is a union catalog that itemizes the collections of
15,637 libraries in 107 countries!” Referencing Gregg
again, WorldCat lists 152 copies of Commerce of the Prairies, including a German edition published in Dresden in
1845: Karawanenzüge durch die westlichen prairieen und
wanderungen in Nord-Mejico. If you are in the neighbor-
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hood, you can ask for a copy at the Biblioteca de la Universidad Complutense de Madrid, according to WorldCat.
And now, finally and perhaps thankfully, let’s consider accessing Wagon Tracks. There are two sites for the full text
of every issue since 1986. One is the Association’s website:
www.santafetrail.org, under “Publications.” However, a
researcher can only access one volume at a time there and
will have to scroll through all four issues of that volume to
find what is wanted. At a site maintained by the University
of New Mexico, however, digitalrepository.unm.edu/wagon
tracks – all 36 years of issues can be “keyword searched”
simultaneously, from Volume 1 #1. Yet another bit of magic
for us old-timers.
Do they still make 3x5 notecards? 

Changing Perspectives on
Santa Fe Trail History
by Dr. Michael Olsen

Until the last 40 years or so, the historic Santa Fe Trail
usually was seen as a one-way trail travelled almost exclusively by American traders – all men, of course. Although
Susan Shelby Magoffin’s diary is an exception, note that in
1926 when it was first published, the editor chose the title
Down the Santa Fe Trail and into Mexico. That title says it
all.
Since the 1980s, generally speaking, historical interpretations of the trail have shifted, much in line with general
trends in recent narratives of American history. Native
Peoples, women, children, Hispanics, African Americans,
and others, such as the tens of thousands of gold seekers in
1849 and 1859 who used the trail, have now come into the
picture. Santa Fe Trail “buffs” and readers of Wagon Tracks
since its inception in 1986 can cite chapter and verse.
Below are some of the books published since 1986 which
demonstrate, in various ways, these changes. The volumes
are listed in chronological order by date of publication and
a brief indication of their impact is mentioned.
Chávez, Thomas E. Manuel Álvarez, 1794-1856: A Southwestern Biography (Niwot CO: University Press of Colorado, 1990). Álvarez was appointed American Consul in
Santa Fe in 1839. He lived through turbulent years of the
Santa Fe trade at the “other” end of the trail. He was a trail
trader and operated one of the largest general stores in
Santa Fe.
Meyer, Marian. Mary Donoho, New First Lady of the Santa
Fe Trail (Santa Fe: Ancient City Press, 1991). NumerPublished
by UNM Digital Repository, 2021
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ous studies of women on the trail, especially via articles in
Wagon Tracks, have followed Marian Myers’ groundbreaking study. As a blurb on the back of this book says, “Mary
Donoho’s life lives up to the image of the undaunted pioneer women of the past.”
Chalfant, William. Dangerous Passage: The Santa Fe Trail
and the Mexican War (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1994). A thoroughly inclusive account of this major turning point in American history. Chalfant gives due
measure to the U.S. Army, Native Americans, Hispanic and
Anglo traders, and their involvement during the war years.
Elder, Jane, and David Weber. Trading in Santa Fe: John
M. Kingsbury’s Correspondence with James Josiah Webb,
1853-1861 (Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press,
1996). These letters present the most comprehensive
glimpse of the economics of the Santa Fe Trade available
to date. Webb’s contacts stretched from Europe to eastern
U.S. seaport cities to New Mexico. The letters also bring to
life dozens of trail personalities and life on the trail and in
Santa Fe.
Boyle, Susan Calafate. Los Capitalistas: Hispanic Merchants
and the Santa Fe Trade (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1997). By far the most complete account of
Hispanos in trail trade. Consider some of the names in
the index just under “C” – Chávez, Antonio José; Chávez,
Bárbara; Chávez, Felipe; Chávez, Francisco; Chávez, J.
Francisco; Chávez, José; Chávez, Mariano; etc.
West, Elliot. The Contested Plains: Indians, Gold Seekers, and
the Rush to Colorado (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas,
1998). Although West barely mentions the Santa Fe Trail,
this study is regarded as a pivotal change chronicling the
impact of westward expansion on the Great Plains – particularly for Native Americans and – significantly, environmental consequences, an aspect yet to be fully appreciated
in Santa Fe Trail studies.
Gardner, Mark. Wagons for the Santa Fe Trade: Wheeled
Vehicles and Their Makers, 1822-1880. (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 2000). An example of a previously ignored but central aspect of the Santa Fe Trail and
trade. This study sparked an ongoing interest in wagons,
carriages, ambulances, and other vehicles on the trail.
Riding In, James. – Indians and the Santa Fe Trail. Commissioned by the National Park Service, 2002 – online at
www.nps.gov/safe/learn/historyculture/trailwide-research.
htm. Again, the title says it all. On the website for this
study, it is noted that: ‘The report illustrates the history of
interactions between American Indians and non-natives
along the trail and their historical context, with particular
emphasis on the Shawnees, Delawares, Pawnees, and Comanches.”
continued next page
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Simmons, Mark. Friday the Arapaho Boy: A Story from History (Albuquerque, University of New Mexico Press, 2004).
There are few accurate considerations of the experiences
of children on and along the Santa Fe Trail. Simmons, the
dean of trail historians, shows what can be done with diligent research and imagination.
Sides, Hampton. Blood and Thunder: An Epic of the American West (New York: Doubleday, 2006). Again, this book is
not focused on the Santa Fe Trail, though there is extensive
trail coverage. Sides especially and purposely emphasizes
the more violent and racist sins of commission in the
expansion of the American frontier. His portrayal of Kit
Carson as a cold-blooded killer is an early example of this
shift.
Weigle, Marta, Frances Levine and Louise Stiver. Telling
New Mexico: A New History (Santa Fe: Museum of New
Mexico Press, 2009). When considering the heritage of
the Santa Fe Trail, this volume can be easily overlooked.
But as it says, it is a “new history” – with new topics and
themes. For the trail era, see Part Four “Linking Nations”
and Part Five “Becoming the Southwest.”
Olsen, Michael. That Broad and Beckoning Highway: The
Santa Fe Trail and the Rush for Gold in California and Colorado. Commissioned by the National Park Service, 2013.
Online at www.nps.gov/safe/learn/historyculture/trailwideresearch.htm. (No modesty here!) The sheer number of
emigrants destined for California (1849) and then Colorado (1859) can only be estimated, but it was in the tens of
thousands in each instance. This is a detailed look at their
experiences cited from dozens of trail diaries and memoirs.
Morgan, Phyllis S. As Far as the Eye Could Reach: Accounts
of Animals Along the Santa Fe Trail, 1821-1880. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2015). Another example of
a long-neglected but central aspect of the trail’s heritage,
and also illustrative of the “shift” in historical studies this
short essay has considered.
Addendum: This list is obviously idiosyncratic – my personal
take on the changes in historical research and publication in
Santa Fe Trail studies since 1986. In closing, I would commend
the two editors of Wagon Tracks through the years – Leo Oliva
and Ruth Friesen. They have encouraged and greatly advanced
our knowledge of the Santa Fe Trail through their remarkable
editorships. Mike Olsen 

What would you as the reader add to this list? Comments
are welcome, addressed to editor@santafetrail.org.

Mapping the Santa Fe Trail: Early Days
By Hal Jackson
I joined the Santa Fe Trail Association in 1997 and was
on the Corazon Chapter mapping committee for several
years. The University of New Mexico (UNM) geography
department had copies of the high quality air photos from
the 1930s. During and after the Dust Bowl of that era,
the Department of Agriculture contracted for these great
photos. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) office in
Albuquerque had copies of the Government Land Office
(GLO) maps showing the original government surveys at
various times.
I was on the faculty at UNM at the time so I could access
everything I needed. Our mapping group had several high
quality GPS hand-held instruments so that when we were
on trail we could mark the precise location of it. I think my
friend and I must have walked at least half the trail in New
Mexico. Faye Gaines and other land owners would welcome us to their land and off we’d go.
In other states the challenge was a bit harder. Greg Franzwa had a contract from the National Park Service (NPS)
to generate a map of the Santa Fe Trail. Greg and others
(including Leo and Bonita Oliva and Jere Krakow) spent
many weeks driving and mapping the trail. Greg, according
to Leo or Jere as I can’t remember which, would head for
the various county courthouses when they stopped for the
night. Greg was looking for the GLO data which was often but not always at the courthouse. Greg’s maps were the
official record for the NPS.
I stopped at those many courthouses myself later as I
worked on revising Marc Simmon’s book for him. Outside
of New Mexico I did not have access to those wonderful
aerial photos, but I did find that when the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) was creating their quad maps
they were using the photos, so sometimes the USGS sheets
would have trail marked for me.
Finally, in about 2005, the Kansas Society of Land Surveyors put all the GLO data on CDs, so that made the job
much easier. Also, Google came out with Google Earth,
which allowed me to see the trail in many locations, especially New Mexico.
You can appreciate how much easier and precise the mapping became through improved technology. For me, there
was no substitute for walking the trail, especially when next
to me was a person who lived nearby and appreciated the
experience as much as I did. Damn, those were the days. 
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Mapping the Santa Fe Trail: Today

Changes in Publications and Media

By Matthew Schulte, Mapping Committee Chair

By Rod Podzsus

The mapping committee continues to work with the National Park Service GIS team, led by Brian Deaton, to
make Santa Fe Trail alignment refinements that came
about as a result of our three previous mapping workshops. We also continue to coordinate with NPS to resolve
recommendations from the mapping sessions and to assist getting the refined alignment approved by NPS and
SFTA.

Many years ago, the large Presbyterian Church we attended
in Colorado Springs decided to buy its first computer. The
mostly-elderly congregation was aghast at the decision and
fought it, saying that computers were impersonal, uncaring,
too complicated, too expensive, etc., and the purchase was
put off for about a year. Then, the staff and business office
proposed that the church buy an advanced electronic calculating machine to help with the record keeping. The word
computer was not used. The purchase went through with
nary a hitch. The business office even used a common typewriter font so that mailings looked like they were typed on
an IBM Selectric.

Work also continues with our digital historic atlas of the
various routes of the Santa Fe Trail. Craig Crease and
I have been coordinating on digital development of the
Osage Trace through Saline County, Lafayette County, and
Jackson County, Missouri, as well as into Johnson County,
Kansas. I have defined a methodology, am utilizing the
Federal Trail GIS Schema (FTGS), and I'm currently creating data.
Regarding our transition to a digital platform with cutting-edge ArcGIS tools, GIS training, and the ability to
create our own Story Maps: after our membership in the
ESRI Nonprofit Organization Program had been secured,
I coordinated with an ESRI Non-Profit program liaison to
choose the most appropriate software platform option for
our purposes, which is ArcGIS Desktop Nonprofit Bundle.
I am currently preparing my laptop to receive that software
(which is also transferable to any other SFTA member).
Likewise, the mapping committee will work with SFTA
leadership to identify a handful of other SFTA members
who will receive an ArcGIS Online license. With this license, they will gain access to ArCGIS Online software,
tools, and free training, which will enable them to collaborate with the production of our Digital Atlas initiatives, develop StoryMaps, and work in the digital platform
our NPS partners utilize. If this goes well, we can expand
the program and add licenses at a greatly reduced cost for
other SFTA members. 

When I became chairperson of the publications committee
about the time Leo announced his pending retirement as
editor of Wagon Tracks (WT), the ways that information
was disseminated was rapidly changing. Digital was challenging print, websites were evolving, and social media
was exploding. And many of our SFTA members, including some on the board, were as skeptical and frightened
of these changes as were the members of the Presbyterian
Church. I remember the heated discussions about whether
WT should be a print or digital publication or both, and
the threats of resignation should it go completely digital.
Some folks were also very opposed to putting back issues on the UNM site. They believed that only members
should get the journal. That's the way it always had been
and always should be. I could see their point of view and
we respected it and made some compromises: WT would
remain a print publication but we would also make it available on the UNM to share the contents with the world.
What to do with social media, especially Facebook, was a
very contentious issue. I can't tell you how many times I
heard comments like "I don't want to read what you had
for breakfast...I don't care what cute thing your cat/dog/
kid did..." Some members felt that being on any social
media site would trivialize our association. We spent lots
of time in some large gatherings showing examples of
how different associations and NGOs used Facebook to
promote their events, grow membership, etc. In the end we
prevailed, and our Facebook page reaches hundreds, sometimes thousands of people every day. I wish every chapter
would start a Facebook page, and I regret that we have
never been able to convince them to do so.
I think the email blast is one of the most-successful publication tools SFTA has ever created and wish it would get
more applause. Every week, members, friends, and media
are informed about upcoming events all along the Trail and
surrounding areas. Each email blast proves how relevant
continued next page
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and dynamic SFTA is, that it's an organization members
can be proud of, and invite their friends to experience. I
know from personal experience that each issue is widely
read and shared, because no error or omission is overlooked.
The early discussions about websites, print vs. digital, and
social media now seem quaint and often silly. Many of
the folks who were engaged in them are now gone and
younger people could not imagine an association without
a social media presence, a weekly digital newsletter, and an
up-to-date website. I am now one of those older folks and
sometimes have to struggle with technical changes that my
children embrace and expect. 

E-blast Statistics Cited
Sends: 51,692 , with a 51% open rate. That is an increase of
1% from last year. The industry average is 17%.
Opens: 26,192, with 81% from desktops and 19% from
mobile devices.
Clicks: 1,742, with a click rate of 7% with no gain from
last year. The industry average is 2%. 85% of the clicks are
from desktop and 15% from mobile devices.
We have 1,250 contacts. We added 133 new contacts and
gained 48 organically. We deleted 40 contacts, had 45 delete themselves, and gained 96 contacts for the year.
--Mark Brooks, Publications Committee Co-Chair

SFTA Website
The board of directors approved creating the Association
website in September 1998, and the site, www.santafetrail.
org is still online and updated periodically.

Wagon Tracks

Changes in Meetings and ZOOM
By Joanne VanCoevern
For many years, the Santa Fe Trail Association (SFTA)
has held two yearly meetings of the board of directors to
conduct business—one in the spring and one in the fall in
conjunction with Rendezvous or Symposium. Since 2003,
the spring meetings have also included a “workshop” with
participation of the board members, chapter presidents/
representatives, committee members, and National Trails
Office staff. The spring meetings have been held at various
locations along the Trail and hosted by the SFTA chapters.
With the COVID-19 pandemic, the SFTA had to determine a new way to conduct business while following
guidelines and coronavirus protocols. Although Zoom
Video Communication was founded in 2011 and launched
in 2013 as an on-line video-conferencing platform, it took
the COVID-19 and the pandemic to make it a common
household word, and one of the most popular methods of
hosting video meetings on computers and/or mobile devices. Zoom Video Communications offers a free plan that
allows up to 100 concurrent participants, with a 40-minute
time restriction. Users have the option to upgrade by subscribing to a paid plan which allows for longer meetings/
presentations.
Zoom allows one-to-one chat sessions, or group calls,
training sessions, and webinars. Zoom also became a popular method of allowing participants to sign in and join a
presentation being made from anywhere. Several of our
Santa Fe Trail 200th events took advantage of this method
so that programs could continue even when in-person
meetings were discouraged because of COVID-19 numbers. The Zoom platform is easy to operate and maneuver
and seamlessly brings together remote and in-person teams
to meet, collaborate, discuss and, in the case of SFTA, conduct our business.

The first edition of Wagon Tracks, edited by Dr. Leo Oliva,
was issued in November 1986. That first year, three issues
were published, and thereafter Wagon Tracks has been published in November, February, May, and August.

Once you have the Zoom app downloaded on your computer or mobile device, joining a Zoom meeting or presentation is as simple as clicking a “link” provided through
e-mail.

The February 1987 issue holds an account of Marc Simmons' car accident, and the May 1987 headline reads
"Santa Fe Trail Bill Signed May 8, 1987," which added the
Santa Fe Trail to the National Historic Trail System.

The SFTA has taken advantage of the Zoom videoconferencing platform not only for board meetings, but also for
committee meetings and small group updates. Zoom also
allowed us to continue working with our National Trails
Office staff in Santa Fe as they were unable to travel to
meetings or Santa Fe Trail sites due to federal restrictions
on travel during COVID-19. SFTA will continue to use
the Zoom platform as a way to bring people separated by
distance together to discuss SFTA projects and/or business. 

Ruth Friesen became the Wagon Tracks editor in November 2011, following Leo's lead after 25 years. An editorial
board was created to ensure accuracy in reporting, utilizing
the vast knowledge of the Trail held by those members.
Current members are Leo Oliva, Michael Olsen, and Susan Calafate Boyle.

continued next page
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Geocaching: SFTA Hopped Onboard in 2015 with GeoTour
By Joanne VanCoevern
The phenomenon known as “geocaching” began on May
3, 2000, when Dave Ulmer, a computer consultant, hid the
very first “stash,” a bucket filled with a logbook, pencil, a
copy of Delorme Topo USA, and several other items in the
woods near Beaver Creek, Oregon. Ulmer put the GPS coordinates on the internet, and the stash was found by two
people, and the hobby of geocaching was born. That cache
is no longer there, but in its place is GCGV0P - Original
Stash Tribute Plaque.
About the same time, John Schumacher made a presentation to the SFTA board about this new “up and coming”
hobby called geocaching and thought it would be an excellent fit with the SFTA’s goals to educate and promote the
Santa Fe Trail. Although the board didn’t buy into John’s
idea at that time, John proceeded to set a few caches on his
own. When John Schumacher set a geocache on June 17,
2001, at his family’s property at Schumacher Park on 93rd
Street, east of Hillcrest Road in Kansas City, little did he
know that over twenty years later that geocache would still
be active, would be among the longest-active geocaches in
the world*, and would be a part of the Santa Fe National
Historic Trail GeoTour.
So, what is Geocaching and a GeoTour? Geocaching is a
treasure hunting game where you use a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit to record the location of a hidden
container generally containing a logbook, writing utensil,
and “swag” or trade items. Geocachers seek those hidden
containers and when located, they log the find, either by
signing the logbook, or by noting a find on the geocaching app on a smart phone. When a series of geocaches are
set in a specific set of locations and are designed to bring
geocachers to that specific group of geocaches and thereby
provide a “tour” of the area through geocaching – that is
known as a GeoTour. These GeoTour caches often have a
specific theme and many also have historical or locationrelated significance. This collection of interesting locations
can be found using a smartphone or GPS device. Many
participants use their smartphone app to log their finds
and/or post comments and photos. There are 53 GeoTours
in the USA, and 38 additional international GeoTours are
hosted by Groundspeak, Inc., Seattle, Washington, the parent company that oversees the website www.geocaching.
com, where all of these are listed.
Of the 30 National Historic Trails, only three have GeoTours, including the Star-Spangled Banner GeoTour
(GT9); The Captain John Smith GeoTour (GT7) and
the Santa Fe National Historic Trail GeoTour (GT34).
Santa Fe National Historic Trail GeoTour currently has
73 caches in five states and is one of the longest GeoTours,
Published
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covering over 1, 234 miles. This GeoTour offers a passport
activity, with prizes for various number of caches logged
and continually gets favorable comments from geocachers
who engage with it.
Beginning in April 2013, SFTA contracted with Groundspeak, Inc. to host the Santa Fe National Historic Trail
(SFNHT) GeoTour. Between 2013 and 2015 the GeoTour was developed by researching all facets of a GeoTour,
including determining sites to place caches within the
guidelines of the company; type of geocache containers to
use; what to include in the geocaches; writing up the information for each geocache site; submitting each geocache
to be reviewed; and physically placing the containers. The
SFNHT GeoTour was launched April 15, 2015. As we
enter into our seventh year of the SFNHT GeoTour, we
continue to get positive comments from users with many
stating how much they enjoyed the tour, that they never
would have seen the Trail without the GeoTour, and many
would have never known it existed without the geocaching
hobby that brought them to the SFNHT GeoTour.
With the SFNHT GeoTour, the SFTA truly stepped
into the future by embracing technology and a fun hobby
known as geocaching to bring new users to the historic
Santa Fe Trail.
*The oldest active geocache site in the world is known as “Mingo” and was set on May 11, 2000, by the Kansas Stasher and is
located near Oakley, Kansas. 

Wagon Tracks, continued
Ruth utilizes Adobe InDesign to create the journal, and
Photoshop helps finesse photos submitted. The printer,
Printers Press in Albuquerque, handles addressing and
mailing Wagon Tracks. During Leo's tenure, he held mailing parties to affix labels and sort by zip code. (Yes, zip
codes did exist then!) The automated addressing system can
be finicky about exact addresses, but the process gets us a
very good postage rate.
Current proofreaders are Steve Schmidt, John Bloom, and
Robin Henry.
Wagon Tracks is available online on our website, and also
at the University of New Mexico Digital Repository (This
site is word searchable) https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/
wagon_tracks/ . In addition, EBSCO, a subscription service
for libraries, carries Wagon Tracks. Phyllis Morgan arranged
for these later two services, which get numerous hits each
month. These services promote awareness of the Santa Fe
Trail, and are a valuable resource for researchers.
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How We've Changed: Signage
One of the objectives of the National Park Service's Managment and Use Plan for the Santa Fe Trail is to mark the
trail route with standardized and recognizable markers.
According to the NPS CMP, the purpose of marking the
trail is to
• help commemorate the trail’s national significance
• permanently establish the location of the trail

• help individuals who want to follow the trail by showing
them the actual route

• help protect the trail remnants from inadvertent destruction or development
The official marker for the SFNHT was developed in
1990 and is triangular with a symbol of an oxen-drawn
wagon in the center to symbolize the commercial significance of the trail. The design concept was developed by a
graphic designer in consultation with the Santa Fe Trail
Association and the National Park Service. The marker
conforms to the shape established for components of
the national trails system and is a trademark of the National Park Service. Its use is restricted to the National
Park Service and others to whom the Park Service grants
permission for specific applications that help further the
purposes of the trail. Procedures for marking the trail,
developing a sign plan, and the types of signs that are
currently available, can be found on the National Trails
Office website at: https://www.nps.gov/orgs/1453/howto-create-your-sign-plan.htm
Over the years, several groups have helped commemorate
the Santa Fe Trail by various marking projects. The first
project to mark the route of the historic Santa Fe Trail
was undertaken by the Kansas Daughters of the American
Revolution (DAR), who placed granite markers along the
trail. The first granite marker was placed in September
1906 near the old well in Burligame, Kansas, and was
placed in honor of Fannie Geiger Thompson, whose idea
it was to mark the Santa Fe Trail. The marker has been

Current NPS approved signage
relocated to the southwest corner of the US 56/KS 31
Junction in Burlingame. The Kansas project was soon followed by the DAR chapters from the other trail states also
marking their sections of the trail.
In response to the growing popularity of automobiles, the
National Old Trails Road was established in 1912 and
envisioned a national highway from the Atlantic to the
Pacific following old trails, including the Santa Fe Trail.
Harry Truman became its president in 1926 and worked
with the DAR to place 12 "Madonna of the Trails" statues
along the highway, including three along the Santa Fe
Trail at Lexington, Missouri, Council Grove, Kansas, and
Lamar, Colorado.
The American Pioneer Trails Association, with their
Headquarters in Kansas City, Missouri, created oval signs
that were placed on or near schools located along the Santa Fe Trail in 1948. The artwork for the sign was drawn by
Irvin "Shorty" Shope, a Western painter, illustrator, and
muralist from Montana. That artwork has forever been
linked to the Santa Fe Trail.

Clockwise: Official marker for the SFNHT,
oval sign from 1948, green sign from 1960s.
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In the 1960s the Santa Fe Trail Highway Association
put up rectangular green-and-white signs with a wagon
on them. A few of these can still be seen along the route.
However, most have disappeared and occasionally show
up at antique shops or auctions.
In the early 1990s there was discussion of using Carsonite
posts with labels, and the intent was to place them at every section line where the Santa Fe Trail crossed. However, after lack of enthusiasm for placing the Carsonite posts
and much discussion, it was decided that they would not
be sturdy enough to hold up to livestock and heavy equipment, so the idea of using Carsonite posts was abandoned.
By that time, several chapters had already opted for using
“limestone posts,” some with the NPS-approved SFNHT
logo, and others with specific chapter designs. The limestone posts have proved sturdy and are now considered
one of the main methods of marking the SFNHT.
On the Cimarron and Comanche Grasslands, the U.S.
Forest Service has marked the portion of trail within their
boundaries at regular intervals. The current limestone
markers feature the NPS SFNHT logo and line up along
the historic trail.
In the original NPS Comprehensive Management and
Use Plan, an Auto Tour Route was designated along the
existing highway system, closely paralleling the approximate route of the SFNHT. All roads on the Auto Tour
Route were on paved surfaces, and were designed to “connect” sites and segments of the Santa Fe Trail. The auto
tour route was marked with an identifying symbol using
the official trail marker.
Other signage included a Local Tour Route sign, Crosses
Here sign and a “Rut” sign. One rendition of the “Crosses
Here” sign included “Santa Fe Trail Xing.” A few of these
can still be found in the Corazon Chapter area. Other approved signage in the 1990s and early 2000s included the
Local Tour Route signs, Original Route sign, Trail Cross-

ing sign, Historic Site ID Sign, and Site directional sign
(to be used on the auto tour route).
After working with the Federal Department of Transportation, the National Trails Office has been able to develop
a group of signs that meets Federal standards for highways. Beginning in 2019, the approved “Santa Fe National Historic Trail Family of Signs” include the following:
•  Historic Route (and number of miles if directly aligned
with the route)
•  Crossing
•  Site Identification
Procedures for marking the trail, developing a sign plan,
and the types of signs that are currently available can be
found on the National Trails Office website at www.nps.
gov/orgs/1453/how-to-create-your-sign-plan.htm 

Letter to the Editor:
Rather belatedly I read the November Wagon Tracks. The
"Modern Hall of Fame Inductees” item (pp. 21-28) captured my attention, and conjured up my personal memories
of several persons honored. Davy Mitchell, for example,
always made me smile as he laughingly described some
outlandish event that amused him. During one of my numerous Kansas City visits, Lou Austin (Schumacher) spent
an entire day showing me the Santa Fe Trail sites on the
city’s southside. Oh, how many exist, and Lou did not miss
a single one, especially Schumacher Park! Each time I visit
stunning Boggsville, I silently thank Richard Carrillo for his
work and dedication to its restoration. I didn’t genuinely appreciate the Cress's devotion to the Trail until I visited the
numerous unique Council Grove and Olathe Trail sites they
tended regularly. And to think, they could stroll along the
Trail daily! Of course, Mary and Leo Gamble’s contributions are immeasurable. For me, the most memorable one
was the National Park Service certification of the Pioneer
Museum behind the Baca House in Trinidad, Colorado, in
1994. Quite by accident, that day I was there on one of my
many SFT jaunts. They attended and were properly honored
for their investment in the project. Upon this reflection, I feel
privileged to have known such outstanding individuals as the
above Hall of Fame honorees.
SFTA’s 35-plus years have produced for me immeasurable
memories created by incredible people, as I am sure they have
for others. Will the future hold the same? I can only hope.
Margaret Sears
End of the Trail Chapter

Carsonite post and
limestone post
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Newcomer Women in Las Vegas and San Miguel County, New Mexico, 1846-1850
By Doyle Daves
During the Santa Fe Trail’s first 25
years, thousands of men, both Missourians and New Mexicans, mostly
young and single, traveled the Trail;
women Trail travelers were rare.1
Following the U. S. Army take-over
of New Mexico in 18462 “women
had begun the trek down the Santa
Fe Trail in earnest.”3 The 1850 U.
S. census records women and girls
who had accompanied husbands
and fathers to New Mexico. This
study focuses on the earliest newcomer women and girls who arrived
in Las Vegas and other San Miguel
County communities by 1850.
This small group included some of
the first immigrant women4 who
came to settle permanently in New
Mexico.
Women and Girls on the Santa Fe
Trail before 1846
For a long time, Susan Shelby Magoffin was celebrated as the first
American woman to travel the Trail
from Missouri to New Mexico. She
arrived in Las Vegas in late August
of 1846 following closely General
Stephen W. Kearny and the Army
of the West.5 Then in 1987, Marian
Meyer discovered that Mary Donoho, her husband William Donoho
and 9-month-old daughter, Mary
Ann, traveled the Trail to Santa Fe
in 1833. The Donohos lived there
for four years as William freighted
within New Mexico and Mary ran
a hotel (probably the present La
Fonda on the Santa Fe Plaza).6
Now it is clear that a significant
number of women traveled the Trail
early; some preceded both Magoffin and Donoho. In his 1844 classic Commerce of the Prairies, Josiah
Gregg, in apparently overlooked
passages, mentioned women traveling with wagon trains to Santa Fe.7
In the 1820s, Ester Fowler traveled
with her husband Jacob, across the
Trail.8 Meyer has identified almost

two dozen early women travelers on
the Trail; they include six Spanish
women exiled by the Mexican government in 1829 and returned to
New Mexico in 1831; two French
ladies who traveled from Missouri
to Santa Fe and on south to live in
Chihuahua, Carmel (Benevides)
Robidoux who accompanied her
husband Antoine9 across the Trail
several times; three Texas women,
Sarah Ann Horn, Rachel Parker
Plummer, and Mrs. Harris10 captured by Comanches and ransomed
by William Donoho and returned
to their families; an unnamed
mother who traveled to Santa Fe
where she gave birth; a “nice little
Dutch woman” who accompanied
her husband in 1841; and New
Mexican Soledad Abreu Leitensdorfer who traveled with her husband to Missouri in early 1846.11 It
seems likely that other early women
travelers will be discovered.
Newcomer Women in the 1850 U.
S. Census for San Miguel County,
New Mexico
The incomplete 1845 Mexican
census,12 compiled a year before the
American take-over, does not include all San Miguel County communities; it includes Las Vegas13
and Tecolote but is missing the Pecos Valley settlements (San Miguel
del Bado, Anton Chico, La Cuesta)
and lists no residents with nonHispanic surnames.14 Five years
later, after four years of American
rule, the situation had changed:
newcomer females, nine married
women and three girls, along with
117 men not born in New Mexico,
are listed in the 1850 census. Thus
already, 129 of 7,127 people in the
county, almost two percent, can be
classified as newcomers based on
where they were born.15
The dozen women and girls captured by the 1850 census16 listed
five states (Arkansas, New Hamp-
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shire, New York, Michigan and
Virginia) and two foreign countries
(Canada and Mexico) as their
places of birth. The census listings
include four young women with
husbands, presumably recently married, and two family groups, one
with servants.
Sojourners and Immigrants
Few newcomer women came to
New Mexico before the arrival of
the railroad in 1879-1880. Perhaps
a majority of those who came “were
women attached to the United
States army, as servants [including
African-American slave women] or
wives of officers or enlisted men…
(or) Catholic nuns [Sisters of Loretto] or Protestant missionaries
[typically wives and daughters].”17
Many of these early arrivals were
sojourners who came, aware that
their stay would be of limited duration. Then, as now, military personnel typically were reassigned every
2-4 years and their accompanying
families often led a nomadic life.
Similarly, Protestant missionary
families, not present in this early
group but common in New Mexican communities in later years, also
tended to move from assignment
to assignment. The family of Captain Edmund B. Alexander and the
Norris family who accompanied
them as servants (see below) were
such sojourners in New Mexico.
Other women who came to New
Mexico had quite different expectations; they were immigrants who
expected to stay and make homes
and livelihoods for themselves and
their families while living among
the New Mexican peoples. Thus,
the Sisters of Loretto, who began
to arrive in the 1850s,18 and nuns
of other orders, who arrived later,
staffed schools and hospitals and
generally stayed. Impressively, the
small group of newcomer women in
Las Vegas in 1850 included
May 2022
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immigrant families unaffiliated with
any governmental or religious organization. Most prominent were the
Hatches. They arrived in 1848 and
1849, and many descendants are still
there.
Sojourner Women and Girls
Amelia Frances (Hoffman)
Alexander and Bettie Edmonia
(Alexander) Lieber. Amelia Frances
was born about 1825 in Michigan
to career soldier William Hoffman
and Catherine Driscoll. On August
28, 1845, Amelia, age 20, married
42-year-old Captain Edmund
Brooke Alexander at Fort Smith,
Arkansas, where both her father
and new husband were stationed.
Daughter Bettie Edmonia was born
at Fort Smith, May 27, 1846.19 In
early 1847, Captain Alexander left to
serve gallantly in important Mexican
War battles, including the capture
of Mexico City.20 Likely, Amelia
and infant Bettie remained at Fort
Smith until Edmund, now Lt. Col.,
returned; the family then moved to
Jefferson Barracks in Missouri where
son William was born in 1848.
The Alexanders arrived in Santa Fe
in 1849; by the time of the 1850 census, Alexander had been assigned to
the military post at Las Vegas where
he commanded four companies of
troops.21 In 1851, Lt. Col Alexander
was assigned as the commanding
officer at the newly established Fort
Union some 25 miles northwest of
Las Vegas.22 It is noteworthy that
Captain Alexander served in New
Mexico during the years that the U.
S. Army was present in all principal
towns, including Las Vegas, to guard
against the possibility of local insurrections like those that had occurred
in 1847 and 1848.23
In 1853, the Alexander family’s short
stay in New Mexico ended when
they moved briefly to Fort McKavett in Texas.24 After leaving New
Mexico and Texas, Amelia gave birth
to two more daughters, Catherine
(1857) and Louise (1862), both born
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in St. Paul, Minnesota. It was here
that Amelia died March 28, 1871, at
age 46.
Daughter Bettie Edmonia remained
true to the military tradition of her
family. At age 20 in 1866, she married South Carolina-born Guido
Norman Lieber who was 29. Over
a long career, Lieber would rise to
the rank of Brigadier General. Bettie
and Guido Lieber had a large family.
Bettie died December 28, 1916, and
Guido died April 25, 1923; both are
buried at Arlington National Cemetery.25
Sally and Jane Norris. The Las
Vegas 1850 census listing for the
Alexander household includes William Norris, 35, born in Virginia and
identified as a servant, Sally Norris,
25, and Jane Norris, 15, both born in
Arkansas. No additional records for
these folks have been found. It seems
likely that they are African-Americans who had been servants to the
Alexander family in Arkansas before
the move to New Mexico.
Immigrant and Probable
Immigrant Women and Girls
The Hatch Women: Lucy (Seymour) Hatch, Helen Naomi
(Hatch, Streeter, Boice) McCormick, Flora (Hatch) McLure, and
Augusta (Hatch) Mitchell.26 The
four Hatch women traveled to New
Mexico with the clear intention to
put down roots and remain; many
records indicate that they did this.
Lucy Seymour and Alexander
Hatch were married in 1827 at Le
Roy in Genesee County, New York,
and quickly had a family of three
daughters, Helen Naomi (1827),
Flora (1829), Augusta (1830), and a
son, George (1832).27 In 1847, the
Hatch family, now including daughter Helen’s new husband, Samuel
L. Streeter, and infant son, Augustus Irving Streeter, left New York
and moved to St. Louis. In 1848,
Lucy and Alexander and their three
younger children traveled across
Wagon Tracks

Missouri to Independence where
they joined a Webb and Doan wagon
train that followed the Cimarron
Route of the Santa Fe Trail to Santa
Fe.28
1849 was a busy year for the Hatch
family: in May, daughter Flora married Charles G. McLure; Alexander,
caught up in gold fever, joined the
rush to California; and Lucy with
Augusta and George relocated to
Las Vegas from San Miguel del
Bado where they had first settled
when they reached New Mexico.
The Streeters, who had remained
near St. Louis because Helen was
expecting a second child, rejoined
the family in New Mexico, traveling
there with a wagon train owned by
James J. Webb. Finally, in December,
17-year-old son, George Hatch, unexpectedly died.29
The 1850 census lists Lucy and
daughter, Augusta, in Las Vegas, the
Streeters living at La Cuesta in the
Pecos Valley, and the McLures living
at Tecolote, a village 10 miles south
of Las Vegas. The census lists Lucy
as operating a boarding house and
her household included a cook and
a bar keeper; son-in-law Charles
McLure at Tecolote is listed as a
farmer; and no occupation is listed
for her other son-in-law, Samuel
Streeter. In fact, it is not clear how
long the Streeters lived at La Cuesta
as Wilson reported that “[In 1850]
Samuel Streeter had started a hotel,
the first in Las Vegas;”30 this, the
“American Hotel,”31 was a partnership between Lucy Hatch and the
Streeters.
After two years in the California
gold camps where Alexander Hatch
sold supplies to miners, he returned
to New Mexico. He then developed
Hatch’s Ranch on the Gallinas River,
some 33 miles southeast of Las Vegas. He grew corn and other crops
and raised livestock, which he sold to
the U. S. Army. At the time, Hatch’s
Ranch was on the eastern edge of
the New Mexican frontier and was
repeatedly threatened by resentful
19
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tribes: Comanches, Kiowas, Navajos,
and others.32 The army established a
garrison at the ranch for protection
and as a frontier scouting site. The
garrison at Hatch’s Ranch, with up
to four companies of soldiers, was
maintained by the army until 1864.
Lucy died in the spring of 1867 at
age 61. Shortly thereafter, Alexander
moved with other members of his
family to southern Colorado where
he died at Trinidad in 1886.
Helen Naomi experienced much
tragedy, outliving three husbands
and two sons. Husband Samuel L.
Streeter, whom she had married in
New York in 1845 before the move
to New Mexico, died in 1851, leaving Helen with two small children
and a newborn. A year later, in 1852,
Helen married Dr. Stephen Boice
and gave birth to three more sons,
William (1853), Stephen (1856), and
Henry (1859). Again tragedy struck;
William died in 1861, Stephen died
in 1867, and Dr. Boice died in 1869.
Helen married again in 1869, to
David W. McCormick. After a long
marriage, David died in 1902, and
Helen lived another four years before
she died at Pueblo in 1906 at age 79.
Flora married Charles G. McLure
within months of the Hatch family’s arrival in New Mexico; one
wonders if the couple had been
acquainted earlier. Their wedding
on March 5, 1849, in Santa Fe, has
led to the claim that Flora was the
“first American lady [to be] married in New Mexico.” She led a
well-traveled and adventurous life:
“They [Flora and Charles] crossed
the plains four times in a wagon...
From 1857 to 1858 she was in Salt
Lake City where she knew Brigham
Young. She crossed the Sangre de
Cristo range to California on a mule
and from San Francisco to New York
by steamer across the isthmus [of
Panama].”33
It is difficult to define a time line for
the McLures. In the 1850 census,
Charles, Flora, and infant son Wil-

liam were at Tecolote; Charles was
listed as a farmer. Before coming to
New Mexico, Charles had enlisted in
the army at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, in September of 184534 and may
have come to New Mexico with the
Army of the West in 1846, although
no record has been found. How long
the McLures remained at Tecolote
is unclear; the family is not listed in
either the 1860 or 1870 censuses;
presumably they were traveling during these times. A second son was
born and died in February 1852,
presumably while still at Tecolote.
From Flora’s obituary, we know that
the McLures were at Salt Lake City
in 1857-1858; apparently Charles
had returned to government service,
which he seems to have pursued until his retirement. In 1860, another
son, Charles Levi, was born, possibly in Washington, D.C., where he
died in 186235 a few months before
the birth of daughter Flora Helen.
At the end of the Civil War, the
McLures were in McLean County,
Illinois, where Mary Augusta (1866)
and George Alexander (1869) were
born.36
The 1880 census finds the family back in the Southwest, living at
Trinidad. Charles died there in 1889
at age 77; Flora died in 1905.

their son, Thomas Edward, was born
September 8, 1864, at Fairplay, in
Park County northwest of Colorado Springs. Thomas Edward (T.
E.) Mitchell established the most
prominent ranching family in New
Mexico. At age 19, he moved to eastern New Mexico where he acquired
land, built the first herd of registered
Hereford cattle in the state, and
with his son, Albert K. Mitchell,
established the great Tequesquite
Ranch in Harding County. Today, T.
E.’s granddaughter, Linda Mitchell
Davis, owns and operates the famous
CS Ranch near Cimarron.41
It seems likely that Eliza Kitchen,
Eliza Maer, Josefa Mortimore,
and Louisa Senecal intended to
put down roots and remain as the
Hatches did, but for largely unknown reasons, this did not happen.
Eliza Kitchen. Eliza, age 25 and
born in Virginia, is listed in the 1850
U. S. census for Tecolote with her
husband, Charles W. Kitchen, age
28, also born in Virginia, a merchant
with assets of $300, and Damiana
Trujillo, presumably a servant.

Augusta Hatch married Las Vegas
newcomer Edward Francis Mitchell
on April 19, 1853. Mitchell was born
in Champaign County, Illinois, in
1824. Shortly after his arrival in Las
Vegas, he became a partner of Santa
Fe Trail merchant Dr. Henry Connelly37 and managed a large mercantile establishment on the Plaza.38
In 1852, the partnership built the
Exchange Hotel and its barroom,
Buffalo Hall, on the Plaza.39 Also in
1852, Mitchell was appointed postmaster for Las Vegas.40

The census lists the family of John
Kitchen (Charles’s younger brother)
with wife Ana Maria ( Jaramillo,
from the 1860 census). John is also
described as a merchant with assets
equal to Charles's. The next listing
is for the family of Charles G. and
Flora (Hatch) McLure. Surprisingly,
both Kitchen brothers are also listed
in the 1850 census for Marshall
in Platte County, Missouri, in the
household of their parents, Henry
and Catherine (Butler) Kitchen.
Almost certainly, Charles and John
were in New Mexico and not in
Missouri at the time as the census
records were dated about a month
apart.

The Mitchells left New Mexico,
probably in 1856, and moved to
Missouri where they settled initially
in Lafayette County and then in Saline County. By 1864, the Mitchells
had relocated to Colorado where

No record giving Eliza’s maiden
name has been found. In fact, the
only other records found relate to
Eliza’s death. She died March 9,
1854, in New Mexico, presumably at
Tecolote. She was buried at Leaven-
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worth National Cemetery42 in Kansas. Charles Kitchen remarried the
following year to Lucinda Miller.43
Charles lived a long life and died
May 5, 1917, in Seattle. From his
obituary we learn that “Mr. Kitchen,
an early resident of Leavenworth,
Kansas, with his brothers, James
B. Kitchen and Richard Kitchen,
formed the firm of Kitchen Brothers, Freighters. The firm hauled
freight from Leavenworth west to
Las Vegas for many years….Later
the brothers organized a hotel
company operating a chain of these
establishments from Omaha, Nebraska, west.”44
Eliza Maer. The 1850 census for
Las Vegas lists Eliza Maer, age 29
and born in New Hampshire, with
her husband John Maer, age 28,
a farmer, born in Germany; also
included in the household was
Charles Brown, age 45 and born in
Michigan, presumably a boarder.
We have not located other records
for Eliza and John Maer (Meier,
Mayer, Meyer?); almost certainly,
they no longer were in New Mexico
by the time of the 1860 census.
Josefa (Pacheco) Mortimore.
Josefa and her husband, William
Mortimore, are listed twice in the
1850 census; in Santa Fe and in
Las Vegas. The Santa Fe listing
indicates that Josefa, maiden name
Pacheco, was 22 and was born in
the Republic of Mexico and that
William was 25, a carpenter and
born in Maryland. The Las Vegas
listing tells us that Josefa was born
in Chihuahua and indicates (erroneously) that William was born in
New York. Mortimore “served with
distinction in [Braxton] Bragg’s
celebrated battery [Battle of Buena
Vista, 1847] during the Mexican
war.” When released from the army
in 1848, Mortimore came to New
Mexico and, undoubtedly, brought
Josefa with him.45 We do not find
Josefa in later New Mexico records;
she may have returned to Chihuahua.
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By 1856, Mortimore had a new
wife, Desidaria Ide Jaramillo,46 with
whom he had three children, although census records suggest that
they did not live together. Mortimore enlisted in the New Mexico
Volunteers as a Captain in 1861
and commanded Company A, 3rd
Regiment, New Mexico Volunteers.
In the Battle of Valverde (February 1862), “Mortimore’s compan[y]
stood and fought [and] suffered
unbelievable losses…”47 Mortimore, himself, suffered three serious
wounds that left him handicapped
the rest of his life. He died in Santa
Fe, September 28, 1876, age about
59.
Louisa Senecal. The 1850 census for San Miguel del Bado lists
Louisa (Loisa), age 25 and born in
Canada, with her husband Pierre
A. Senecal, 31, also born in Canada,
a merchant with assets estimated
at $1,500. There were also three
other men in the household who
presumably worked for Pierre in his
business. Pierre Antoine Senecal
and his partner, Michel Desmarais,
together with six other men, traveled the Santa Fe Trail to New
Mexico in 1837. The travelers were
struck with an epidemic of cholera
or dysentery in route. Senecal and
Desmarais survived, while all their
companions succumbed to the disease and died. The partners set up a
mercantile business in San Miguel
del Bado which they operated
jointly until 1848 when Desmarais
moved to Las Vegas.48 Louisa was
too young to have accompanied
Pierre Antoine on the fateful 1837
Trail crossing; just when the couple
married and she arrived in New
Mexico is not known. Perhaps more
surprising is that both Louisa and
her husband seem to have disappeared from the historical record
before 1860.
Attitudes
The newcomer women who arrived
in New Mexico between 1846
Wagon Tracks

and the onset of the Civil War
were mostly middle-class, welleducated for the time, and almost
all Protestant. The 12 women who
were present in 1850 generally fit
this description, although Josefa
Mortimore, a Mexican national, and
Louisa Senecal, a French-Canadian,
were undoubtedly Catholic.
Interestingly, after the Civil War,
the newcomer women traveling to
New Mexico were generally farm
wives.49
As is true for the majority of 19thcentury women, we have little direct
evidence about the lives and experiences of the nine newcomer women
and three girls who came to live in
Las Vegas and nearby communities in the first four years following
the American annexation of 1846.
However, there is much scholarly
work available that provides insights into the attitudes and experiences of similar women who lived
in New Mexico during its territorial
period.50 Virtually none were prepared for what they encountered
and were somewhat fearful and
generally disdainful of the native
people. They “reacted negatively and
disparagingly when they first met
[New Mexicans]51 and “found some
Hispanic customs amusing, others
displeasing or revolting.”52 Newcomers, particularly women, were
initially shocked at New Mexican
women’s “immodest dress,” anklelength dresses, bare arms, low-cut
bodices, and their habits of smoking
and gambling.53
Almost always, the newcomer families clustered together.54 After forts
were established, military families
like the Alexanders (and Norrises),
were provided housing, and military
wives easily banded together in
friendship and for mutual help and
support during the frequent absences of their soldier husbands. Immigrant families generally behaved
similarly; a single 1850 census page
for Las Vegas lists the AlexanderNorris families, E. F. Mitchell, the
21
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Mortimores and Maers, and two
other newcomer men with native
New Mexican wives. On another
page, six of seven residences housed
newcomers, including Lucy and Augusta Hatch. Similarly, at Tecolote,
the two Kitchen households and the
McLures lived side-by-side. Only
the Streeters at La Cuesta lived
among New Mexicans.
The immigrant families moved to
New Mexico to gain economically.55
The commercial opportunities were
impressive; by 1853, the businesses
on the Las Vegas Plaza were almost
all operated by newcomers.56 The
men involved established commercial
enterprises, and, noteworthy for the
time, two of the women, Lucy Hatch
and her daughter, Naomi Streeter,
established and operated the first
hotel in Las Vegas, the American
Hotel, located on the Plaza.57
The newcomer women, and their
families, though standoffish and
fearful, did have occasion to interact
with locals and “after longer acquaintance, their attitudes often softened,
though their biases usually prevented
them from fully appreciating [Hispanic] culture.” The principal bias:
a steadfast belief “in the superiority of Anglo-American culture and
values.”58 Indeed, the newcomers
“intended them [the New Mexico
natives] to adapt to the new political regime and the culture that came
with it.”59 Not surprising, New
Mexicans thought differently; “most
quietly accepted the new regime,
adapting their traditional Hispanic
culture to changing cultural and economic conditions.”60
These early newcomer women and
girls who came to live in Las Vegas
and other San Miguel County settlements were true pioneers. They were
active participants at a critical time
in New Mexico,61 as both nativeborn New Mexicans and newcomers
undertook the daunting process of
adjusting to each other with their
many differences: language, culture,
economy, and governmental system.

Indeed, 170 years later, the process
of mutual accommodation continues; New Mexico has become a full
member of the American union but
its culture remains distinctive, retaining much of its ancient SpanishMexican-Hispanic heritage.
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Rex Rideout re-creates the documented
music of the 19th and early 20th centuries. He approaches music as a historian,
consulting manuscript materials, diaries
and journals, early sheet music, historic
photographs, vintage recordings, and
oral sources. He has performed for symposiums and other events at countless
National Parks, state parks and historic
sites around the West.
Rex uses vintage instruments for recordings and performances. His music
has been featured on television and
radio such as CBS Sunday Morning, at
museums like the Buffalo Bill Historical
Center and the Denver Art Museum,
and appears on four National Park
Service visitor center films. 
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Music on the Plains
By Rex Rideout

Presented at the 2021 Symposium in
La Junta, Colorado
Those with the ability and nerve to
travel along the Santa Fe Trail in its
early days found a life of hardship
and struggle from the elements, their
own draft animals and people already
there defending their homeland. Any
chance for relief was received with
grateful hearts. Now and then when
the work was done, there was time for
frolic and music. There are many tales
told by those who made this journey
and how joyous it was when someone
let loose with a song or took up the
fiddle.
Music has always been present along
the Santa Fe Trail. This paper will
review the music heard along the trail
in early times and how it changed
with events, as did the trail itself,
until its close by the railroad. Some
of the songs and verse heard will be
covered as well as the instruments
that would have been found, and in
some cases who was playing those
instruments. The trail was a nexus of
cultures and music as well. Musicians
from the East were joined by those
from the North, from the South,
and the Native Peoples who were
already there. Even after the trail
closed, there were songs in praise of
its challenge and those who dared to
overcome it.
I’m bound away across the Wide
Missouri:
Music, Verse and Instruments of the
Santa Fe Trail
“In the silence of the wilderness
with camp made, guards set and the
boys gathered
around the fires inside the corral,
the blue dome above, the flickering
lights on the
wagon covers and on our bronzed
faces, the stage is set for oratory,
song and jest.” 1

Those words are found in David Kel-

logg’s diary as his party is bound for
Santa Fe in 1858. September 30 finds
them encamped near Cow Creek
along the Arkansas and thirsting for
adventure. A steady flow of wagons
had come before them, and many
would later follow.
These were men who were willing to
take risks and seek their fortune in
the wild West. They had music as a
close companion. Even the Corps of
Discovery, a military expedition that
set out in 1804, had violins and other
instruments to entertain themselves
and to aid in securing relationships
with the native peoples they would
meet. So did those who would follow;
they carried instruments, as well as
popular songs, cherished hymns, and
old ballads from home. Some would
also compose verses “in the saddle” as
a way to recall new adventures. For
the first that would follow William
Becknell, the first step was to cross
that big muddy Missouri. It was as
if they must cross the River Jordan
to reach the promised land. Marc
Simmons tells of his own impressions when seeing the Missouri from
Franklin for the first time in his book,
The Old Trail to Santa Fe.
“There in Franklin, on my first visit,
I looked westward past green-robed
bluffs to the bottomlands leading
down to the banks of the mighty
Missouri River. And gazing across
the dark waters, I imagined that I
could see, in sequence, the many
trail landmarks studding the route
all the way to Santa Fe. Their colorful names, as familiar to me as to the
wagonmasters, conjured up images
of shouting teamsters, rumbling
wagon wheels, and rattling trace
chains.” 2
The following unadorned example of
poetry or verse about the trail served
a more urgent purpose. It was intended as a message requesting a mailwagon to hold its departure for Santa
Fe. The message was sent October 27
1853, as a telegraph by Captain Alex-
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ander W. Reynolds in Jefferson City,
Missouri. He hoped to keep the mailwagon in Independence from departing for Santa Fe before his arrival.
This mail-wagon was the only means
of transport for that time of year and
required the robust fee of 150 dollars.
Captain Reynolds’ poetic communication venture was successful. He and
fellow riders departed for Santa Fe on
November 1, 1853.
Fink’s stages are so rickety,
His horses are so slow,

His drivers are such drunken sots,
They scarce can make them go.
Then hold your horses, Billy,
Just hold them for a day;

I’ve crossed the River Jordan,

And am bound for Santa Fe. 3
It seems I am not the first to imagine
crossing the Missouri as if it were the
River Jordan.
The following articles describe well
those satisfying times when the work
that must be completed that day was
done and the wagon party had some
time to give thought to entertainment
while meals were being prepared.
“The Train Encamped”
“...the wagons being drawn up in a
circle or semi-circle, and the mules
cared for, the drivers give themselves
up to enjoyment. Some go out for a
chance at a deer or other game, others
take to card-playing, and the musical ones of the party make the camp
lively with their rude strains.” 4
“Pilgrims of the Plains”
“The camp cooking fires are lighted,
and during the preparations for the
meal, which includes both dinner
and supper, the hearts of the weary
wagoners are beguiled with cheering
notes from the musician of the
train.” 5
Following a successful venture to
Santa Fe in 1845 and selling his
goods at a handsome profit, James
May 2022
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Josiah Webb observed that it was
early in November and time to return
to the States. In time he learned that
he might have been better off to have
left earlier. Webb and a small party
departed for St. Louis with a muledrawn wagon loaded with 40 bushels
of corn, and four thousand dollars in
gold dust hidden out of sight. They
encountered only the usual difficulties
until they approached the Arkansas
River with the intent of crossing but
found it iced over. They attempted
to chop their way through with axes
but were unable; they couldn’t cross.
Webb wrote that there was “snow and
very high wind.” The party stopped
to consider their options. Meanwhile
the cook was preparing a meal and
began to sing "Home Sweet Home"
as he worked. Webb questioned his
musical selection. “The thought of the
comforts of home, and loved friends
around the cheerful fireside with no
apprehensions of danger from enemies or suffering from cold or hunger, contrasted with our situation... ,
was too much. And I called him to
order and offered a resolution that
any member of the company who,
during the balance of the trip, should
sing any song of home or speak of
the good things of home or of the
comforts of home, should be fined
a gallon of whiskey payable on our
arrival at Westport.” 6 If there were
any further musical misadventures
during the trip, there was no mention
of them. Webb’s resolution seems to
have impressed his companions.
George Ruxton tells of encountering
a Mormon camp along the Arkansas
River near the Rocky Mountains in
1847. In time a dance was called for.
In such occasions someone in the
camp would have to be relied upon
to provide the music. It would appear
that Brother Ezra was a man you
could depend on. “After saying thus,
he called upon brother Ezra to ‘strike
up’: sundry couples stood forth, and
the ball commenced. Ezra of the violin was a tall shambling Missourian,
with a pair of homespun pantaloons
thrust into the legs of his heavy boots.
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Nodding his head in time with the
music, he occasionally gave instructions to such of the dancers as were
at fault, singing them to the tune he
was playing, in a dismal nasal tone,-’Down the center--hands across, You
Jake Herring--thump it, Now, you
all go right ahead-- Every one of you
hump it. Every one of you--_hump
it_.’ The last words being the signal
that all should clap the steam on,
which they did _con amore_, and
with comical seriousness.” 7
Music on the trail was by necessity
homespun, and a desire for entertainment was to be satisfied even if musical instruments were not at hand. I
have read many first-person accounts
of how one enjoyed a good meal in a
tavern and then rested by a comforting fire while someone played tunes
he enjoyed on a fiddle or banjo. But
just what those tunes were is frequently overlooked. The following is
from a personal journal of Isaac Cooper, who was part of Fremont’s 3rd
expedition in 1845. Here we learn of
at least two songs that were popular
among Cooper and his companions.
“Indeed we were all in an admirable
condition to speculate on matters and
things- for at the tavern of Westport
all hands made a simultaneous rush
at the bar and the whole crew one
and all, by the time we left the town
which we did with extraordinary eclat
yelling & shouting- were in a most
pitiable condition of gloriousness,
and adapted in every way to well appreciate the beauty of lanscapes and
to poetize theron.’Old Dan Tucker’
that well patronized air and ‘Lucy
Neal’ were sung with rapture, and
with a strain of most mournful music
proceeding from our throats in the
shape of some 5 or 6 different songs
at once- our little waggon whirled
into the Camp.” 8
Marian Russell has fond memories
of music on the trail in 1848 and
hearing her mother sing. “At times I
seem to see her standing by a flickering campfire in a flounced gingham
dress and a great sunbonnet. Behind
Wagon Tracks

her looms the great bulk of a covered
wagon. I think I can hear her singing, Flow gently sweet Afton, Among
thy green braes.” She recalls Mr.
Mahoney, “I remember that he would
play the banjo and sing Irish ballads
with a good strong voice with a rollicking note in it.” Much later she
recalls of being several days from Fort
Leavenworth on the trail in 1860 and
still there was music. “We drove with
us a heard of horses and cattle and for
that reason made haste slowly. Singing and shouting went on all around
us. From a wagon ahead of us a violin
was usually wailing.” 9
Lewis Garrard had admiration for his
companions on the trail even if their
culture was foreign to him. Music
needs no translation: “There were
eighteen or twenty Canadian Frenchmen (principally from St. Louis),
composing part of our company, as
drivers of the teams. As I have ever
been a lover of sweet, simple music,
their beautiful and piquant songs,
in the original language, fell most
harmoniously on the ear, as we lay
wrapped in our blankets.” And later
after crossing the Cimarron: “One
of the Mexicans — a dreamy looking fellow of twenty-two or three
years of age — sang in a low, dulcet
tone, in his own harmonious, flexible
language, melodies of a plaintive, yet
pleasing character; indicating by the
expression of his countenance, the
sentiment of the song.” Upon his arrival to Bent’s Fort, Garrard recalled
the “rudely-scraped tune, from a
screaking violin” as the primary source
of music for the dances. He leaves us
with a vivid picture of how the fort’s
occupants could raise the roof when
time and circumstance allowed for it.
“They nightly were led to the floor
‘to trip the light fantastic toe,’ swung
rudely and gently in the mazes of the
contra dance – but such a medley of
steps is seldom seen out of the mountains – the halting, irregular march of
the war dance; the slipping gallopade,
the boisterous pitching of the Missouri backwoodsman, and the more
nice gyrations of the Frenchmen – for
25
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all, irrespective of rank, age, and color,
went pellmell into the excitement, in
a manner that would have rendered
a leveler of aristocracies and select
companies frantic with delight. It was
a most complete democratic demonstration.” 10 George Bent recalls
another instrument at Bent’s Fort, the
banjo as played by his friend, Frank
P. Blair. “They often had balls at the
fort, and Blair would sit up all night
playing the banjo in the ‘orchestra’.”11
There is more evidence of music at
Bent’s Fort. Recovered from the fort’s
trash dump were both a Jew’s-harp
frame and a reed from a harmonica.12
And as for that violin, Bent, St. Vrain
& Co. was billed for violin strings in
an 1838 invoice. 13
James Bennett writes that while
camped on Ocate Creek near Rayado
in autumn of 1854, they are joined
by 1st Dragoons on their way to Fort
Union. Even while far from the comforts of civilization, their regimental
band still delivered an impressive performance. And fortunately, Bennett
remembered two of the tunes. “Col. T.
T. Fauntleroy arrived from the United
States Friday with 200 recruits, Companies B and H, 1st Dragoons; the
band belonging to the Regiment; 300
horses; 150 wagons; etc. The band
came out and played today. They were
all mounted on black horses. They
looked fine and played well. This is
the first brass band I have heard since
1850. The first tunes played were ‘Old
Folks At Home’ and ‘Sweet
Home’.” 14
There is one song that seems to singularly represent the great venture
of making one’s way into the wild
West. Bernard DeVoto offers a nod
to it on the frontispiece of his book,
Across The Wide Missouri. There he
presents the complete words to
“Shennydore” with no explanation
why or any other mention of the song
within those pages.15 Four years later,
MGM released the film Across the
Wide Missouri in 1951, starring Clark
Gable as Flint Mitchell and Ricardo
Montalban as Ironshirt. The screen-

play was based on DeVoto’s book. The
soundtrack included new words and
music for "Across The Wide Missouri" and of course, the traditional
"Shenandoah."16
What of this Shenandoah? It seems
to be more of myth than history. Yet
David Bone, the author of Capstan
Bars, gives it some authenticity as an
actual sea chanty. “I have never heard
this song sung at other duty than
weighing anchor....The very beauty
of the air has even curbed the license
of wild singers in the text. No bawdy
lines, no plaint of mistreatment,
no blasphemous exhortations were
ranted in the singing of it.” 17 But just
how old is this song? It appears in
Sailors’ Songs, The Riverside Magazine
for Young People which dates it to
1868.
“Oh, Shannydore, I long to hear
you!

Chorus.-- Away, you rollin’ river!

O, Shannydore, I long to hear you!
Full Chorus.--Ah ha! I’m bound
away
On the wild Atlantic! 18

It is none other than General William Jackson Palmer, the founder of
Colorado Springs and much more
in the Rockies, that places this song
firmly in the middle of the nineteenth
century. Having been sent to England
to study railroads and coal mining,
he writes of his return voyage to New
York in May of 1856. He finds five
days of head winds maddening, when
- “but a short favorable run of 20
hours would ‘tie us up by the nose’ in
the North River, or, as the sailors say
in their songs ‘Run her into clover.’”
He recalls the sailors’ songs and shanties to be, “musical but after a certain
wild mood that is very appropriate to
the words and the scene: ‘Hi, yi, yi, yi,
Mister Storm roll on, Storm Along,
Storm Along,’ or ‘All on the Plains of
Mexico,’ or the wildest and prettiest
of all, which ends - ‘Aha, we’re bound
away, on the wild Missouri’.” 19
David Bone and others say this song
was used as a capstan and sometimes
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a halyard chanty and was generally
sung when they were returning to
their home port. So Shenandoah was
an actual sea chanty sung at work on
sailing ships. But did it make its way
inland, even to the Santa Fe Trail?
It is said to be a song belonging to
the U.S. Cavalry and yet any real evidence to back this up is scarce. I once
snapped up sheet music with the title:
"Shenandoah A Trooper’s Song." I
learned that this was a song in praise
of the Army of the Shenandoah and
first sung to honor an officer of the
Army of the Potomac. While I am
happy to have this music in my collection, it was not the missing link I
was searching for.20 Carl Sandburg’s
The American Songbag, includes “The
Wide Mizzoura.” Sandburg writes in
its introduction, “Regular army men
were singing this in 1897.” 21 John
Lomax writes in American Ballads
and Folk Songs that “The Wild Mizzou-rye” is an “Old Cavalry Song”.
22
“The Wide Mizzoura,” “The Wild
Miz-zou-rye,” could it be that these
alternate titles are to avoid confusion with the above “Shenandoah,
A Trooper’s Song?” Edward Dolph
writes of this song having the name,
For Seven Long Years in Sound Off!
Soldier Songs. “The cavalry jealously
claims this song for its very own, having acquired it, no doubt, during the
frontier days. Sometimes the ‘would
not have me for a lover’ stanza is followed by one beginning, ‘Because I
was a wagon soldier’; but the cavalry
claims this to be a field artillery intrusion and an attempt to steal its
song.” 23
An article in the July 12, 1915, Chicago Tribune by Floyd P. Gibbons
tells of an overnight march by the
1st Cavalry of the Illinois National
Guard. The soldiers were singing
while marching through the darkness.
“The troopers took up the refrain of
the marching song used by the old
Seventh United States Cavalry during the years that it was in the Indian
service along the Missouri river.”
“For seven long years, I courted
Nancy.
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Hi-oh, the rolling river.

She wouldn’t have me for a sweetheart.
Ha, ha. We’re bound away for the
wild Missouri.
Because I was a cavalry soldier.
Hi-oh, the rolling river....

“We learned this song from Tommy
Tompkins,
Hi-Oh, ... Tompkins of the Fifth
cavalree.” 24

This is very close to the words as
collected by Lomax even to the mention of Tommy Tompkins but only
in this source is he associated with
the 5th Cavalry. Here I want to add
that there are about 200 written
versions of the old ballad Barbara
Allen. I’ve found four that have the
line, “I courted her for seven long
years.” It makes one wonder if there
is some long ago connection between
Shenandoah and Barbara Allen but I
will leave that for another study.

John Lomax appears again in an article within the U.S. Cavalry Journal
in 1910. On his behalf, the editor of
the journal is asking readers to send
in their old campaign songs. Once
again the Wild Missouri is remembered. “Professor Lomax asks that our
readers send in copies of old army
songs or any relating to the military
life of the soldier. ...and it is possible
that in another generation even the
‘Wild Missouri’ will be a thing of the
past.” 25 At last I found what I was
looking for, a solid connection between Shenandoah and the Cavalry.
It was the 7th Cavalry, as stated by
the Army itself in the Army and Navy
Register, 1907. “...The officers assembled then sang an old regimental
song of the 7th cavalry, “The Wild
Missouri. ...” 26
I was hunting through a used book
store some years ago and found one
of the most complete sources for this
song as “The Wide Missouri” in a tattered copy of Chowder Melodies - Sea
Chanties & Other Songs of the Plains.
Within were six complete verses beginning with the following:
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For seven long years I courted
Nancy-Hi-ho! The rolling river!

For seven long years I courted
Nancy--

Hi-ho! I’m bound away for the wide
Missouri! 27

(Outing Publishing Company 1915).

8. Fremont 3rd exp 1845, journal of
Isaac Cooper (Francois des Montaignes).

9. Russell, Marian, Land of Enchantment,
(Branding Iron Press, 1954) 2, 5, 78.
10. Gerrard, Lewis H. Wah-To-Yah,and
the Taos Trail 1846 (University of
Oklahoma Press 1955), 11, 74, 149.

These words are identical to those
credited to the Seventh United States
Cavalry when in the Indian service
along the Missouri river. I wish I
could know where the collectors of
Chowder Melodies found their songs.
Maybe they met an old Cavalry officer.

11. Hyde, George, Life of George Bent
(University of Oklahoma Press 1968), 84.

The above sources confirm that
Shenandoah did find its way inland
even to the Southwest and the old
trail. All of these sources date to the
beginning of the 20th century and
tell of it being at the time an old
song, easily reaching back to the time
of the Santa Fe Trail. It was carried
horseback with the 5th and 7th Cavalry and as it was sung with feeling,
was heard by other inhabitants of the
West. "Shenandoah," "Dan Tucker,"
and "Home Sweet Home" were sung
around many a lonely campfire along
the trail. They pushed back the darkness and made the long journey a bit
more bearable. In turn, they add a
bit more color to the stories we have
today of those who braved the Santa
Fe Trail.

15. DeVoto, Bernard, Across The Wide
Missouri, (Houghton Mifflin, 1947).
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Palmer, (Caxton printers, 1939), 49.
20. Shenandoah A Trooper’s Song, 1896,
(Oliver Ditson Company).

21. Sandburg, Carl, The American Songbag,
(Harcourt, Brace and Company 1927),
408.
22. Lomax, John, American Ballads and
Folk Songs, (The MacMillan Company
1934), 544.
23. Dolph, Edward Arthur, Sound Off!
Soldier Songs, (Cosmopolitan Book
Corporation 1929), 4.

24. Gibbons, Floyd P., "It’s a Wild Life, a
Cavalry Ride, in Mud and Dark, Troopers
Get Taste of Real Soldiering on Thirty
Mile Forced March." Chicago Tribune July
12, 1915.
25. Army Ballads, U.S. Cavalry Journal
July 1910, 204, 205.

26. Notes from Fort Riley, The Army and
Navy Register, Oct. 19, 1907, 167.
27. Chowder Melodies - Sea Chanties &
Other Songs of the Plains, The General
Miles Marching & Chowder Society
(undated), 31.

Read Rex's bio on page 23.

7. Ruxton,George, In the Old West 1845
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Chapter Reports
Chapters are listed in order from the beginning of
the Trail in Missouri westward.

TO CONTACT CHAPTER PRESIDENTS,
PLEASE EMAIL THEM AT info@santafetrail.org.
Missouri River Outfitters

Independence, MO
President Anne Mallinson

MRO Secretary Pat Traffas and MRO President Anne Mallinson traveled to a showing of Santa Fe Trail art at the National
Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum in Oklahoma City.
They viewed paintings, posters, and sculptures pertinent to the
history of the trail and discussed plans for the 2023 Symposium.
The meeting on January 29th at Boonville was a great success.
Robert Hart, Captain of the Arrow Rock Stock and Trading
Company, portrayed William Becknell and shared tales of his
recent trek to the Southwest. Other members of the organization also attended in period attire which added to the event.
MRO nominating committee chair Sandy Slusher is working
on a list of nominees to serve MRO for two years. The election will be held at the April 24 Zoom meeting. Members of
the chapter and friends will meet at the J. Huston Tavern in
Arrow Rock on Sunday, May 22, to commemorate the departure of William Becknell's second journey on the trail when he
took wagons. Members of the Arrow Rock Stock and Trading
Company will again portray members of the trading party, with
Robert Hart portraying William Becknell.
MRO will gather for a picnic lunch at Fort Osage for National Trails Day June 4. Jackson County Parks personnel have
scheduled events at the Fort that day. Many early Santa Fe Trail
travelers passed through the area and, of course, George Sibley
surveyed the trail in 1825. Chapter members have been giving
programs to civic groups, DAR chapters, and SAR chapters on
various aspects of the Santa Fe Trail.
Douglas County

Baldwin City, KS
President Roger Boyd
The Douglas County Chapter held their winter meeting February 27 at the Baldwin City Golf Course Club House. Our
speaker was Ben Terwilliger, Exec. Director of the Eudora Area
Historical Society. He spoke to the group about the history of
the Eudora area, which is only about 20 miles to the northeast
of Baldwin, yet was influenced by the California and Oregon
Trails and German immigrants.
Our next public meeting will be the weekend of June 4-5. On
Saturday we will commemorate the Battle of Black Jack, three
miles east of Baldwin City and just a few hundred yards south
of the Black Jack Ruts. The Black Jack Cabin will be open from
10:00 a.m. until 4:00 p.m. and guides out on the prairie will
talk about the Santa Fe Trail wagon ruts on the site as well as
the prairie wildflowers in bloom. A battle reenactment on the
battlefield site will start at 2:00 p.m. The following day we will

celebrate the Santa Fe Trail with the opening of the Timeline
Wall Exhibit starting at 3:00 p.m. at the Lumberyard Arts
Center in downtown Baldwin City. The wall was created by Dr.
Mike Olsen and was on display at the Symposium in La Junta,
Colorado, last fall. At 3:30 p.m. Sunday Mark Brooks will speak
about the history of the Council Grove area and its impact on
the Santa Fe Trail. The public is invited to both of these events.
Nearly three weeks later, we will host a historic preservation
conference in downtown Baldwin City on Thursday and Friday,
June 24 and 25. Friday will focus on historical tours and handson workshops such as window restoration or brick sidewalk
reconstruction, as well as an archaeological display. Saturday
will feature various speakers on how to research historic buildings and complete the paperwork to list the site or building on
the National Register of Historic Places.
Details about both events in June can be found at our website
"santafetraildouglas.com" or the Baldwin City Chamber of
Commerce website or Facebook.
Our fall meeting will be Saturday, September 17. Details are
still being developed.
Heart of the Flint Hills

Council Grove, KS
President Mark Brooks

The Heart of the Flint Hills chapter has recently reorganized.
New officers were elected as follows.
• President- Mark Brooks
• Vice President- Clarence Sumner
• Secretary- Diane Wolfe
• Treasurer- Jan Sciacca
• Reporter- Reba Sumner
• Historian- Ken McClintock
• Morris County Representative- Shirley McClintock (hope
to add more representatives from Lyon, Osage and/or
Wabaunsee counties)
Dues for the chapter were set at $10 per person or $20 per
family. We have since learned that the officers are also required
to join the national Santa Fe Trail Association, whose dues are
$50 (individual). The group voted to pay half of the national
dues for officers who present a receipt showing their paid membership to Jan Sciacca. Anyone wanting to join the Heart of
the Flint Hills Chapter may contact Jan Sciacca at jansciacca@
gmail.com.
The Flint Hills chapter last met on February 10 at the Carnegie
Building in Council Grove. A committee has been appointed to
review and suggest updates and changes for the bylaws. Other
designations have been made to begin work on the future
projects such as the Symposium in 2025, which will be hosted
in Council Grove. Ideas were suggested for day bus trips to area
attractions. A chapter logo was also discussed and who might
design it.
The first chapter project was on Kansas Day. Mark Brooks,
president of the chapter, and a few others used the traveling
trunk to share with the 7th grade history classes from the area
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SFTA Annual Membership January 1, 2022 to December 31, 2022
Name(s) _______________________________________________

□ Life $1000, payable over 4 years

Address _______________________________________________

□ Patron $100/year

City _______________________ State _______ Zip ___________

□ Family $65/year

Phone _______________ Email ____________________________ □ Individual $50/year
□ New member □ Renewing member 			
□ Youth (18 and under) $5/year
I am a member of the following chapter (s) _____________________ □ Non-profit Institution $65/year
________________________________________________________ □ Business $65/year
I’d like to make a donation to assist the SFTA with programs and events.
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
I’d like to donate to the Junior Wagon Master Fund.		
		
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
I’d like to donate to the Marker Fund.					
□ $50 □ $100 Other $________
To pay by credit card, go to www.santafetrail.org, and click on “Join the Organization.”
The Santa Fe Trail Association is a 501(c)(3) tax-exempt corporation, and all donations
beyond membership dues are tax-deductible to the full extent of the law.

TOTAL ENCLOSED ___________________
Make checks payable to Santa Fe Trail Association

Mail to Ruth Olson Peters, Treasurer, Santa Fe Trail Center, 1349 K-156 Hwy, Larned, KS 67550

Renew by mailing using the above form or renew online at www.santafetrail.org
If you have renewed your membership, pass the form along to a friend or colleague.

Chapter Reports, continued
school about the history of Kansas. Hopefully this will become
a yearly event with more time to prepare for the next Kansas
Day Celebration. Education is one of the main goals of the
chapter, so this seems a fitting event to get the ball rolling.
The next meeting will be April 7 at 6 p.m. in Council Grove.
It was discussed to hold a future meeting in other areas of the
chapter to gain support from more communities of the region.
Cottonwood Crossing

Hillsboro, KS
President Doug Sharp

We have set April 21, June 16, August 18, and October 20 as
our chapter meeting dates for 2022. The meetings will be held
at the same locations as in the past, the Goessel city building, 7
p.m. Several good program ideas were discussed.
We replaced a weather-worn panel at the Cottonwood Crossing kiosk recently. We are hoping to get additional replacement
panels. We have settled on a location to build a new kiosk north
of Durham, honoring the SFT and the nearby Enel wind farm
which is funding it. The third panel we will honor the Scully
family who has protected from the plow several miles of swales
during their 150 years of land ownership in Marion County.
We have the funds for the project.
We also brainstormed ideas to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the SFT. One idea was to ask locals whose ancestors traveled the trail to share their story. We will be putting the
word out via several forms of media. The developer of the same
northern county wind farm, Tradewind Energy, donated funding for our commemoration.
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Quivira

McPherson, KS
President Linda Colle
The Quivira Chapter hosted the annual meeting and thank
you reception, photo show, and silent auction on Sunday, February 27, at the Celebration Centre in Lyons, Kansas. More
than 40 people signed up for the event. An art show of the
printed photos from the photo contest was held, with photos
and postcards of the art available for purchase.
The annual business meeting was held and the following
people were elected for 2022: President, Linda Colle; VP/Secretary, Theresa Murphy; Treasurer, Carolyn Kern; Directors,
Steve Fisher, Britt Colle, and Robert Yarmer.
After the business meeting, folks who helped our chapter have
a successful year in commemorating the 200th anniversary of
the Santa Fe Trail were acknowledged, with over 100 certificates presented to those individuals, organizations, and facilities that made 2021 a success. The chapter provided a variety
of appetizers for those in attendance.
To further show appreciation for all the work that was done in
2021, the chapter hosted an encore performance by musician
Jeff Davidson singing songs of Santa Fe Trail.
To celebrate the role the Mexican traders had in the history
of the Santa Fe Trail, the Quivira Chapter sponsored three
performances by the Mexican dancers from Ballet Folklorico
de Topeka, part of JUSTICIA, INC., a non-profit organization founded in 1972 with the mission to preserve, educate,
and promote Mexican/ Latino culture through various media
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and art forms. The events were funded in part by a grant from
the Kansas Creative Arts and Industries Commission.
The Quivira Chapter worked with Lyons High School and the
local HALO (Hispanic American Leadership Organization)
Chapter to bring the dancers to the school. The performance
was open to the public and other students in the district. The
dancers performed on Friday afternoon, March 25. On the
evening of March 25, Ballet Folklorico de Topeka dancers performed at Barton County Community College in Great Bend,
Kansas. On Saturday, March 26, the dancers performed at the
historic McPherson Opera House, in McPherson, Kansas. Additional programs are planned for later this year.
In other news, The Fuller's Ranch sign was damaged by recent
windstorms. A new set of signs has been ordered.
Wet/Dry Routes

Larned, KS
President George Elmore
We were able to hold our first chapter meeting of the year on
January 23, where we honored Bob Button, native of Great
Bend, posthumously with the Faye Anderson Award. Leo Oliva
showed the documentary "The Road to Santa Fe."
Dodge City/Fort Dodge/
Cimarron

Dodge City, KS
President Bill Bunyan

Our winter meeting was held at the Dodge House Restaurant
on Sunday, February 13. President Bunyan discussed getting
scaled down bids for the new Caches monument. The bids will
be for a much smaller monument that will hold the original
plaques from the 1920s. The chapter voted to replace the caches
monument with a granite monument from Osborne Memorials with the plaques that were taken off of the old monument
affixed on the new monument. Brak-Hard Concrete was able
to extract the plaques which required 8 hours of effort. The new
monument will be located in a roadside park KDOT has promised will be installed after the highway expansion, which will be
completed two to three years down the road.
Chapter member Mary Hendrix is representing our chapter
on a committee working out plans on the upcoming 150th anniversary of Dodge City which is being celebrated this year. The
chapter voted to spend $250 as our share in obtaining a speaker
during the anniversary.
On April 3, our chapter meeting featured Chris Day and Janet
Armstead talking about their Junior Wagon Master trips down
the trail. Bent's Fort Chapter members will be visiting on May
14, and we will show them our trail and Dodge City sites. Our
summer meeting will be held in Cimarron with chapter member Sara McFarland presenting the program.The fall meeting
will be presented by Dr. Leo Oliva speaking on the subject of
food on the Santa Fe Trail.
The book Away to Santa Fe: a Collection of Santa Fe Trail Poems
is being presented to various school libraries in our chapter.

Wagon Bed Spring

Lakin, KS
President Linda Peters

President Linda Peters and her son, Bryan, have been busy
since January 22 setting up the Santa Fe Trail 200th Anniversary portable display in libraries or museums in the Wagon
Bed Spring Chapter area of Southwest Kansas. Each place had
the display for one week. They started at the Kearny County
Library in Lakin. Linda spoke about the Trail one evening that
week. Many school classes visited the library. The display was
then moved to the Finley County Public Library in Garden
City. Linda spoke to the Lion and Rotary Clubs there. On February 12, she was interviewed about the Trail by Mike Ward.
He has a radio program every Saturday morning from Ward's
Garden Center and Cafe. Mike would like to have the display
in his cafe. Next, they traveled to the Haskell County Museum
in Sublette. The display was there for the week and was seen
at their annual meeting. It then moved to the Stevens County
Library in Hugoton. Again, many school classes were able to
see it. Finally, the display was moved to the Historic Adobe
Museum in Ulysses on February 22. It is hoped that many
people will view it there.
The goal was to promote interest in the Santa Fe Trail in the
WBSC area. Both of us are worn out from our adventure, but
happy that the Trail was exposed to many area residents. It
couldn't be placed in Hamilton County, as neither the library or
museum is large enough.
Cimarron Cutoff

Elkhart, KS
President Jay Williams
The SFT timeline was in the Morton County Historical
Society Museum in Elkhart, Kansas, the month of December,
and in the Herzstein Museum in Clayton, New Mexico, for
two weeks in January. The Union County Leader in Clayton is
printing articles about the SFT. Our chapter had the timeline
in Clayton March l-15. It was moved to the Cimarron
Heritage Center in Boise City, Oklahoma, and displayed
March 17-31. Plans are to take the timeline to the Library in
Guymon, Oklahoma, in April.
The Cimarron Cutoff Chapter hosted a reception for the 200th
Commemoration of the Santa Fe Trail at the National Cowboy
and Western Heritage Museum in Oklahoma City on February 5, showcasing the SFT exhibit made by Michael Grauer.
Blaine Smith, originally from the Boise City, Oklahoma, area,
helped with the exhibit and displayed some family artifacts
and pictures from the Cimarron County area. More than 80
people, including Cimarron Cutoff Chapter members, Santa
Fe Trail Association members, and guests from the Oklahoma
City area, attended. The attendees are people who are bound
together by an interest in preserving the historical stories, the
physical traces, the landmarks, and artifacts of the Santa Fe
Trail that still exist upon the face of the American West. The
exhibit contains rare items from decades, if not centuries, ago
for those who share a passion for history and stories associated
with those items.
The exhibit will remain on display till May 1. Michael tested
positive for COVID the day before the event and was not able
to be there to give the tour. On the bright side of that we are
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planning to have him present the tour of the SFT exhibit in
late March or April. Marla Matkin presented "Women on
the Santa Fe Trail" with a fantastic performance which kept
everyone on the edge of their seats.
On February 26, Steve Cormier performed old cowboy songs
and spoke about the Santa Fe Trail at the Herzstein Museum
in Clayton, New Mexico.
Voices on the Santa Fe Trail, written by Dr. Sarah Richter,
will be performed on Saturday June 11 at 7:00 p.m. and on
Sunday, June 12 at 2:00 p.m. in the Guymon Community
Theatre located at 413 N. Main Street, Guymon, Oklahoma.
Eighteen people who traveled the Santa Fe Trail tell their
story of living, and sometimes dying, on this trail of commerce
that passed through Cimarron County, Oklahoma. Main
Street Guymon in conjunction with the Cimarron Cutoff
Chapter will host the event. The chapter will have a table in
the lobby displaying items about the Santa Fe Trail.
The chapter and the Cimarron Heritage Center will host the
second annual Santa Fe Trail tour in the Boise City, Oklahoma, area on June 18. Call the museum at 580-544-3479 for
details: RSVP is required. Reservations are being taken at this
time.
Bent’s Fort

Lamar, CO
President Larry Bourne
Having the 2021 Symposium in our rear-view mirrors, the
Bent’s Fort Chapter is getting back on the Trail. 2022 promises to be a back to normal year for the Bent’s Fort Chapter
with the following events, treks, and presentations planned:
2022 Treks, Speakers with Coordinator
• January 15 – annual meeting – LaDonna Hutton
• February 12 – Read Along the Trail – Kathy Wootten &
Dotti Russell
• March 12 – Koshare Museum and other museums – Ed
Stafford
• April 9 – John Martin Dam DAR site clean-up – Kevin
Lindahl
• May 14 – Fort Dodge & Dodge City (overnight trip) –
LaDonna
• June 11 – Goodnight Barn/El Pueblo Museum – Dotti
Russell
• July 9 – Historic Grand Theater – LaDonna Hutton &
Alexa Roberts
• August 13 – Fort Garland – Larry Bourne
• September 23-25 – SFTA Rendezvous – Larned, KS
• October 8 – Higbee Valley trek – Kevin Lindahl & Ed
Stafford
• November 12 – education meeting – LaDonna Hutton
• December 10 – 2023 planning meeting
• Trail marking/geocaching maintenance interspersed
throughout year.
The Bent’s Fort Chapter Preservation Committee will be
involved with two very important issues in 2022.
The committee is reviewing recent notification from the U.S.
Army Fort Carson concerning the Pinon Canyon Maneuver
Site (PCMS) about initiating Section 106 consultation in
accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act for
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the following undertaking: Establishment of Four Low-Level
Aviation Training Routes, 2022-043.This proposed undertaking will cross the Santa Fe Trail in four different locations.
The committee is preparing a response to the notification
based on the information contained in the notice.
The committee also is currently collaborating with the U.S.
Forest Service, Comanche National Grasslands, along with
the National Park Service and the Colorado SHPO’s office
who are working with HDR, Inc. that is acting on the behalf
of the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroad, in reviewing
section 106 concerning a proposed 198 ft. communications
tower that is right on top of the Santa Fe Trail near the Iron
Spring historic site. This proposal is known as the “BNSF
Mindeman Tower”. Upon recommendation of the chapter
preservation chairman, HDR has passed on the recommendation to BNSF which is currently evaluating another potential
tower location (to the west at the “Bloom Turnoff ”). They are
looking at the propagation results based on the recommended
location change. We don’t have the results on that yet.
We also talked about mitigation. Kevin suggested that the
area is rich in agricultural history and there’s a story to be told
in which the railroad is integral. We specifically talked about
adding signage to the interpretive site that describes the introduction of the railroad, as the Santa Fe Trail itself came to
an end and the railroad influenced the area’s agricultural trade
(cattle, produce, etc.) over the years. This is just a suggestion at
this time, and the chapter will work with the BNSF as details
of the proposed communications tower and potential mitigation are agreed upon.
Bent’s Fort Chapter continues to work with Canyon & Plains
and the Colorado Department of Highways, Santa Fe Trail
Scenic and Historic Byway - Mountain Branch, as all three
entities have common interest in promoting the Santa Fe
Trail and tourism in Southeast Colorado.
Corazon de los Caminos

Cimarron, NM
President Jeff Trotman
End of the Trail

Santa Fe, NM
President Joy Poole
Our first in-person End of the Trail Chapter meeting since
the beginning of the COVID challenges will take place on
Saturday, May 21 at 1:30 at the Southside Library on 6599
Jaguar Drive, Santa Fe. This will be a joint meeting with the
Salida del Sol Chapter of the Old Spanish Trail Association
and will feature a PowerPoint presentation by Pam Najdowski
entitled "The Six Robidoux Brothers: Travels and Travails
in the American West." The French-Canadian brothers, all
born in St. Louis during Spanish rule, are documented in
locations from St. Joseph, Council Bluffs, Santa Fe, Taos, the
Intermountain West, Fort Laramie, Scotts Bluff, to Riverside,
California. Their adventures and enterprises took them on
the Santa Fe Trail, the Old Spanish Trail, the Gila Trail, the
Great Platte River Road, the Trappers Trail, and the Oregon/
California Trails as well as many little-known routes. Pam will
discuss some of their descendants, especially among Native
American tribes and Northern American Hispanics. 
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Santa Fe Trail Association
1046 Red Oaks NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122
www.santafetrail.org

CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Calendar of Events
May 14: Dodge City, KS. Bent's Fort
Chapter field trip to Dodge City.
May 15: Council Grove, KS. Kaw Mission Council lecture, "Women on the
Santa Fe Trail" by Dr. Frances Levine.
May 19-22: Bent County, CO. Bent on
Birding.
May 21: Santa Fe, NM. End of Trail
Chapter, "The Six Robidoux Brothers",
Pam Najdowski.
May 22: Arrow Rock, MO. MRO Chapter luncheon commemorating Becknell's
second journey to Santa Fe.
June 2-14: Baldwin City, KS. SFT Timeline display at Lumberyard Arts Center.
June 4: Fort Osage, MO. MRO picnic.
June 4-5, Baldwin City, KS. Commeration of Battle of Black Jack.
June 11: Pueblo, CO. Bent's Fort Chapter at Goodnight Barn and El Pueblo
Museum.
June 11 and 12: Guymon, OK. "Voices
on the Santa Fe Trail", Dr. Sarah Richter.,
author.
June 12: Council Grove, KS. Kaw Mission Council interpretive dance.

June 16: KS. Cottonwood Crossing
chapter meeting.
June 18: Boise City, OK. Cimarron
Cutoff trail tour.
June 24-25, Baldwin City, KS. Historic preservation conference.
July 9: La Junta, CO: Bent's Fort
Chapter at Grand Theater.
July 10: Council Grove, KS. Kaw
Mission Council lecture, "Loyal to the
Union", Ken Spurgeon.
July 10: Wagon Tracks deadline for
August issue.
July 30: Application deadline for office
administrator.
August 13: Fort Garland, CO. Bent's
Fort Chapter.
August 14: Council Grove, KS. Kaw
Mission Council ice cream social.
August 18: KS. Cottonwood Crossing
chapter meeting.
September 11: Council Grove, KS.
Kaw Mission Council documentary,
"The Road to Santa Fe", Dave Kendall.
September 17: Baldwin City, KS.
Douglas County chapter meeting.
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September 22: Larned, KS. SFTA
Board of Directors Meeting.
September 22-24: Larned, KS.
Rendezvous. "Youth on the Santa Fe
Trail."
December 1: Deadline for research
proposals.

Please check locally for any delays or
cancellations. See www.santafetrail.
org/trail-events.html for additional
dates and information. Forts along the
Trail have websites listed at www.
santafetrail.org/trail-events.html.
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